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1 Preamble

Culachy – the place of residence of Christina Macpherson; a beautiful farm, romantically
situated at the opening of Glen-Tarfe, about a mile from Fort Augustus. 1

Standing prominently above the Great Glen, more proudly now than for
many years with its new coat of pink harling, Culachy House challenges
rational analysis of its complex history of which the evidence of the fabric
appears, at first sight, to shed little light. There can be no question of the
antiquarian importance of the site, as a property here was noted in Timothy
Pont’s map of the late sixteenth century. Despite the scant physical
evidence, it is probable that elements of the old house remain in the lower
storeys, but it may never have been a substantial property.
Despite the strategic location, with the house dominating the distant views
of Loch Ness to the north, over the old burial ground of the Comyns, it
seems that Culachy was never a property of the greatest importance to the
leading Highland families that owned it, accounted for by the pattern of
fluctuating ownership. For a large part of its existence it seems to have
been occupied as a farmhouse, used in conjunction with the interesting
range of structures laid out unusually in a crescent to the rear of the
property, at least until the revenue from sporting lets outweighed the
commodities of cattle rearing and sheep farming. Its final transformation
came towards the end of the nineteenth century when the estate was
revitalised with the ‘new money’ of a wealthy English investor.
Its physical presence makes a powerful statement that is, arguably, not
quite matched by the quality of its architectural expression. This may seem
surprising, as WL Carruthers was one of the most gifted architects at work
in the Highlands at this time, having been articled in one of the leading
country house practices of the late nineteenth century in England. At
Culachy he had to work with what he must have found a highly competent
essay in the domestic neo-Tudor style, by an architect we do not know, and
for a patron of whom we cannot be altogether sure. It is questionable that
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he enhanced this earlier structure, nor its setting within the restricted
designed landscape around the house.
If the architecture disappoints, the importance of the house takes on an
international dimension when historical and literary associations are taken
into account. If there had been shady associations with the powerful
Comyns in the medieval period, certainly by the fifteenth century the
property was under the control of the ubiquitous Lovat Frasers. As Clan
Donald increased its powerbase on the mainland it became bound up
inextricably with the Macdonells of Glengarry. In the long drawn out
aftermath of Culloden, and in the advent of sheep farming, it was the scene
one of the first recorded voluntary mass emigrations of the Highland clans,
when the former Jacobite, Allan MacDonell of ‘Collachie’, threw his lot in
with his brothers and relatives, and led several hundred of his clansmen for
a successful new life in Canada. The wadsetter of the property, MacDonell
of Lochgarry, fared less well. After Culloden, he fled for France where his
family were to join him after staying briefly at Culachy. He would remain
there in exile for his lifetime. On the strength of these allegiances the
property was laid waste by the Hanoverian troops, and that it had been a
property of a leading Jacobite, within a short distance of the barracks at
Fort Augustus, and in a strategic position in relation to the military road,
made such a fate unavoidable.
Before Allan MacDonell departed in 1773, he had successfully petitioned
the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estates to have the property restored,
through which Culachy found renewed life. It was to be immortalised
shortly thereafter in the romance that its location aroused in the popular
published writings of the dispossessed American heiress, Anne McVicar,
known later as Mrs Grant of Laggan. Daughter of the barrack-master at
Fort Augustus, she would visit the property regularly to see her friend
Christina Macpherson. It can only be assumed that her brother, John, had
taken on the lease of the property while serving with the East India
Company. Ultimately he was to serve as the acting Governor-General of
India, and was knighted on his return to Britain. He is recognised widely
today as one of the leading historical figures of his own clan.
At around this time the property had been taken back into the ownership of
the Lovat Frasers and, in the convoluted succession of the clan dynasty in
the early nineteenth century, when the male line of this prominent family
was extinguished, the estate was to pass to a favoured illegitimate son. He
assumed the title of Fraser of Abertarff. The new clan chief engaged him in
a lifetime of litigation in a rather unseemly feud that almost bankrupted the
estate, doing neither party any credit. Even the last of the major investors
in Culachy in the past, MK Angelo, is not without fascination, and not only
for the novelty of restoring a pedigree for the breed of Irish wolfhounds and
deploying them for deer coursing.
The heritage impact assessment sets out to arrive at an understanding of
the significance of a property of which relatively little was known previously,
and through that, to guide solutions that will secure its long term future
while, at the same time, enhance its setting, which has become somewhat
degraded in recent years.
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2 Introduction and methodology
2.1 Purpose of the heritage impact assessment
The heritage impact assessment for the proposals for the improvement of
Culachy House has been commissioned by the owners, Falconridge
Holdings Limited, through their lead agents GLM Architects and Surveyors.
The primary purpose of the document is to arrive at an understanding of
the significance of the house within its wider setting, by which to evaluate
the proposals for change. The document was commissioned in April 2006.

2.2 Conservation planning
In the light of the most recent developments in the United Kingdom in the
field of conservation planning – in relative terms, a new phenomenon - it
might be helpful to begin by defining what a heritage impact assessment is
compared with other forms of evaluation of the relative significance of a
historic building and its contents (where these exist), and its site and
setting. It builds upon the essential components of a conservation plan,
which requires a sufficient level of understanding of the history of the site
to be arrived at, and how this may have been manifested through the
phasing of construction, leading to an informed opinion as to how
significant it may be when compared with other similar sites and
structures.
A heritage impact assessment would normally be commissioned only once
the full extent of a development proposal is known and which, in order to
evaluate risk to the historic environment, requires the fundamental
elements of a conservation plan to be in place to test the impact of any
project under consideration. The assessment should be measured against
the Statements of Significance and the Conservation Policies of the
conservation plan. In this instance there are no Conservation Policies as
the plans are well developed, and also because so many decisions have
been taken already regarding the alterations to the interior of the house,
for which the relevant statutory approvals have been obtained. The
heritage impact assessment takes these changes into account in the
context of considering the current proposals for extending the building.
These proposals, against which the test of the heritage impact assessment
is made, are described in Section 5 of this document.
In arriving at a definition of a conservation plan James Semple Kerr's
statement is, perhaps, the most succinct
At its simplest, a conservation plan is a document which sets out what is significant about a
place and, consequently, what policies are appropriate to enable that significance to be
retained in its future use and development. 2

While in the above statement it is presumed that the outcome of any
conservation plan will be a project implying a measure of controlled
development, this need not always be the case – occasionally, the
recommendations may be for the protection of the site through an
appropriate repair strategy, guided by a conservation plan.
One of the essential components of any conservation plan are the
Statements of Significance (Section 4). To be effective, they should be
written in simple, unequivocal language, and capable of being understood
by those who may not be accustomed to highly technical terms.
Culachy House
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Having stated what is significant about Culachy House, in the absence of
written conservation policies, similar tests to those laid out by James
Semple Kerr 3 in respect of equivalent conservation policies will be applied.
The proposals will be measured against their potential to fulfil the following
requirements
• Retain or reveal significance
• Identify feasible and compatible uses
• Meet statutory requirements
• Work within procurable resources
In addition to the foregoing, one of the tests to be applied in this case will
be the degree to which the proposals have the potential to enhance the
site, without affecting, or diminishing significance.
The format of the conservation plan element of the document is based
primarily, but not exclusively, on the model set out in Conservation Plans
for Historic Places published by the Heritage Lottery Fund (1998). Other
source references include the following
• The Burra Charter 1999 Australia ICOMOS
• The Conservation Plan James Semple Kerr, The National Trust of
Australia, 1996 revision
• The Stirling Charter Historic Scotland 2000
• Conservation Plans: A Guide to the Preparation of Conservation
Plans Historic Scotland Heritage Policy Unit 2000
• Conservation management plans Heritage Lottery Fund 2004
The terms used throughout the text of this document have the meanings
ascribed to them in the above documents.

2.3 The property

Current state of the interior of the
property

The subjects of the heritage impact assessment can be defined with
relative clarity when compared with other, more complex sites. The focus
of the assessment will be on the proposals affecting the fabric of Culachy
House and its setting, within the limited designed landscape at the heart of
the Culachy estate. The estate occupies rising ground, and the outlook
from Culachy House is primarily northwards to the southern end of Loch
Ness and to Fort Augustus where the abbey buildings are prominent
features within the landscape. The western boundary of the policies
around the house is marked by a stone dyke which skirts the former
military road constructed by General Wade leading from Fort Augustus to
Perth. The junction with the former military road following the line of the
Great Glen, connecting Fort Augustus with Fort William, lay to the
immediate northwest of the site. The house in its setting is visible from this
road, which now carries the traffic on the A82 between Fort William and
Inverness. The River Tarff passes through the estate immediately to the
east of the house.
Acquired in 2001, the estate remains in private ownership. In addition to
Culachy House, the estate comprises the curved range of steadings to the
immediate south of the house, which was converted into residential
accommodation in 2005. There is a working farm located to the northeast
of the house, set on lower ground adjoining the river, and a grieve’s cottage
on the principal driveway leading to the house. At the time of preparing this
report, plans have been prepared for a new lodge to be erected at the
junction with the public road at the entrance to the estate.
A number of repairs have been undertaken to the exterior of the property,
which include reslating the roof, repairing chimneyheads, renewing dormer
Culachy House
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windows and rainwater goods, and reharling the walls in lime-based mortar.
There have been extensive alterations and repairs carried out to the
interior of the property as part of a proposed extensive scheme of
alteration and improvement. These works have been halted pending a
review of the design proposals, and they have the benefit of revealing parts
of the historic fabric which in other circumstances would have been
concealed from view behind plasterwork, or panelling. The fabric attests to
the degree to which the property has been subject to considerable change
at regular intervals throughout its history.

The cottage and farm buildings after conversion

2.4 Methodology
Documented papers on the history of the estate had not proved easy to
find initially, and the author has relied upon research carried out by others
of the known listed sources. A particular reliance and indebtedness is
acknowledged to the research underpinning the historical summary paper
prepared by the former owner of the estate 4, and the additional research
undertaken by David Gibbon, whose tenacity in revealing previously
unknown sources hidden away in archives has proved to be immensely
rewarding.
An initial briefing meeting took place at Culachy on 11 April 2006, followed
by a detailed inspection of the fabric of the house on 2 May 2006, which
was recorded by way of site notes and record photographs. In general, the
photographs appearing throughout this document, unless noted otherwise,
will have been taken on these occasions.
Examination of site evidence has been supplemented by archival research,
of cartographic, pictorial and literary sources. The references to the
histories of the principal families associated with the site have been
obtained from various Internet sources. These, and other sources, are
referenced throughout the text by way of endnotes. It is expressly stated
that, in the limited research that has been possible of the connections of
some of the leading families with the property, there have been marked
inconsistencies in the information available. Further, more targeted
research, for instance by an experienced genealogist, may establish more
reliably the information that has been relied upon in the preparation of this
document, or to refute it. In particular, the Macdonell/Hall/Macpherson
links with the property in the later eighteenth century may merit further
exploration, and the extensive Lovat Fraser papers at the National Archive
of Scotland may throw important light on the history of the Abertarff estate
in the mid-nineteenth century.
Culachy House
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The author has, in addition, consulted historic maps at the Map Library in
Edinburgh, and the records held at the National Monuments Record of the
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland.
Other literary references are taken from the author’s own library.
For the purposes of this document no evaluation has been made of the
other properties on the estate, and the focus has been on the fabric of the
mansion house and of its setting within the wider landscape.

2.5 Orientation
The true orientation of the principal elevation of Culachy House is on a
North-North-East/South-West-South axis. For the purpose of this report this
elevation is deemed to face east, the elevation facing the former farm
buildings south, and the frontage overlooking Loch Ness north etc.

2.6 Statutory listings and designations
The entry in the statutory list for Culachy House was amended in 1987, and
the building is currently afforded the protection of a B listing. This category
may imply that the building is considered by Historic Scotland to be among
the categories of ‘buildings of regional or more than local importance, or
major examples of some period, style or building type which may have been
altered’ 5.
The list entry reads as follows
1840-50 and later 19th century; Scottish Baronial house, incorporating and recasting, earlier
dwelling. Mainly 2-storey and attic over raised basement on east sloping site. All harled with
contrasting red sandstone dressings and margins.
Asymmetrical south facing 4-bay entrance front, with off-centre projecting gabled entrance bay
with bracketted hood approached by flight of steps with moulded ashlar balustrade and
terminal ball finials; panelled door and quatrefoil attic light. Hoodmoulded bipartites in other
bays; 3 pedimented dormers rise from wallhead; smally (sic) dummy bartizan at SW angle.
Symmetrical east gable flanked by angle drumtowers, at SE rising to 3 storeys with corbelled
and crenellated wallhead and shallow conical roof; to NE drumtower rises 4 storeys and attic
terminating with simple corbelled wallhead and decorative pedimented lucarne fronting slated
conical roof. Drumtowers linked at raised basement by pair segmental headed arches fronting
loggia.
Further 2-storey and attic range, of earlier date, extends north with simple pilastered
basement entrance in north gable with pilastered tripartite above. Multi-pane glazing;
crowsteps; coped ridge and end stacks; slate roofs.
Present plan form established by 1st ed. OS 1871.

Apart from listing the various architectural elements of the facades the list
entry has little to say about the early history of the house, nor of the
architect of the later alterations. It may be fair to assume that this has only
come to light with the research associated with the Scottish Architects’
Papers Project during which the drawings of the office of William Carruthers
have been catalogued.
List entries exist also for the steadings and cottage above the house, which
have a C(S) group listing. The narrative accompanying the entry concludes,
reasonably, that these buildings may have served as the mains farm before
the more extensive range of farm buildings were erected to the north of the
house, further down the valley. It is noted that the curved plan form of the
steadings is relatively unusual. The list entry was also amended in 1987.
Category C(S) implies that the structures have local importance 6. Now that
there is greater certainty on the provenance of these buildings, and that
they are of eighteenth century origin, a higher category might be
appropriate, even accepting that there have been significant changes
carried out to the fabric recently.
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The relative significance of the bridge which carried the driveway to the
house over the track leading to the farm complex has been acknowledged
by upgrading this recently from Category C(S) to B.

The bridge carrying the main drive over the track leading to the mains farm

The length of General Wade’s military road from Culachy to Connachie Burn
is a scheduled ancient monument, and is therefore of national importance.
The road skirts the boundary of the policies surrounding the house, and the
entrance drive had been at one stage from this route.

2.7 Author of the heritage impact assessment
Andrew PK Wright is the sole author of the heritage impact assessment. In
recent years he has been involved in conservation planning for several
complex heritage sites, preparing conservation statements, conservation
plans, conservation management plans and heritage impact assessments
as appropriate. He has prepared conservation plans for Druminnor Castle,
Aberdeenshire, Lennoxlove House in East Lothian, the former Bishop’s
Palace at the House of Fetternear, and is in the process of completing a
conservation plan for Cawdor Castle. All incorporate substantial remains
from alterations and new work carried out in the sixteenth century to older
properties.
He has membership of several amenity bodies and special interest groups
in the field of conservation, which include the Society of Architectural
Historians, the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland, the Garden
History Society and the Scottish Vernacular Buildings Working Group.
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3 Historical background and evaluation
3.1 Early history of the site and changes in ownership

Timothy Pont’s map of the southern end of Loch Ness, looking towards Glengarry © NLS
In the surviving records of the
petitions submitted by Allan
Macdonell to the Commissioners of
the Forfeited Estates during the
course of the 1760s, Culachy is spelt
in different ways by the agents
preparing the various petitions, and
by the Commissioners’ factor – it
appears variously as Culachy (as
spelt now); Cullachy; and Cullachie,
but never as ‘Collachie’ as the
petitioner was to style himself upon
leaving for Canada. At that time
Culachy was part of the Lochgarry
estate due to the terms of a wadset.
The name of the petitioner varies as
much and, although he styled
himself ‘Allan MacDonell’ his name
in the documents appears as Allen
or Allan, and the surname often fails
to recognise the distinction made by
the followers of MacDonell of
Glengarry from Clan Donald,
appearing more often as McDonald
or Macdonald. 7

The strongest evidence that has come to light so far, confirming the
existence of a house at Culachy by the sixteenth century, can be found in
the illuminating map of the Great Glen prepared by Timothy Pont, in which
a property meriting an entry, being of some substance, is shown as
‘Coulachy’. It is believed that Pont prepared his maps sometime between
1583 and 1596, and his spelling of the name is remarkably close to the
current one. Anne McVicar Grant, the American poetess and writer referred
to her fond memories of the property in the late eighteenth century, which
she spelt ‘Culachy’ as we know it today, but during the nineteenth century it
tended to be known as ‘Cullachy’. There have been many other variations.
Joseph Mitchell, the celebrated Highland engineer, who took over the
construction of Telford’s Caledonian Canal from his father, in his
reminiscences written towards the end of his life, recalls the work camp
that had been set up in the early 1820s at ‘Kyllachy’ 8. By the end of the
nineteenth century the architect WL Carruthers reverted to using the
currently adopted version on his drawings.
Pont does has not provided us with a sketch of how the property may have
appeared, based on his own survey notes, which he often did for the more
important houses, or when depicting the major settlements and burghs.
The site would have been well chosen with extensive views over the lands
to the north and west, capable of being defended should the need arise.
The evidence within the surviving historic fabric appears to support the
belief that there had been a building erected at Culachy at around this
time, but unusually, and disappointingly, there are few distinguishing
features by which to confirm the full extent of the old house. There is not to
be found the usual evidence of reused masonry. The best clues, however,
appear to lie in varying thicknesses of the walls of which the original walls
are of greater girth, and these are recorded clearly in the current set of
survey drawings, in fact, rather better than what is conveyed by the
drawings prepared by Carruthers’s office at the end of the nineteenth
Culachy House
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century, in which all of the walls are shown as having a uniform thickness.
No masons’ marks are evident; nor are there obvious signs of former
openings in walls with surrounds that are characteristic of this very active
period of building, or even of defensive features such as gunloops. Neither
do we have any stairs surviving, evidence of mural chambers within the
wall construction, or the usual signs of vaulting to the lower storeys. If a
door existed leading into the ground floor, or semi-basement, it has long
since disappeared. We do not know even if the structure Pont noted was a
building that could have predated the sixteenth century, although the
surviving walls from the earliest period are of insufficient thickness to
suggest this. It would seem likely that, had it the status of a tower house,
or castle, it might have been represented by Pont accordingly and shown
with its barmkin, or surrounding defensive wall. Having regard to what little
remains of it, and its later uses, it was most probably a modest house.
What survives from the earliest period has been very heavily altered. On
the evidence of wall thicknesses alone, very little of this appears to survive
at all at the upper levels of the property. A possible exception is the south
gable of the front section of the house where the wall thickness appears to
rise without change throughout its height, and it may be observed that the
roof pitch is greater than elsewhere. Even here it is probable that the head
of the gable, including the chimneyhead and crowsteps, had been rebuilt,
as Carruthers’s drawings would appear to indicate, and from this it might
be presumed that the hall of the tower, at first floor, would have run in a
north-south direction. It is probable that the original building had been Lshaped, with the original entrance on the re-entrant. Surviving lengths of
walls at the lowest level, however incomplete, would appear to confirm this.
In the almost total absence of defining architectural characteristics, the
possibility cannot be ruled out that the much of the earlier fabric
embedded within the current structure is of a later date still – in effect, a
reworking of the earlier building recorded by Pont of the eighteenth century.

Beams in the rear portion of the house showing evidence of fire damage at the ends

During the course of the recent alterations clay mortar was encountered in
the core of the walls, and while this in itself may not be an indication of
age, it would be unlikely to relate to work undertaken after the eighteenth
century in a house of this quality. A photograph taken during the reharling
operations at the end of 2002 indicates that the lower courses of the north
wall of the west wing – one of the areas where the original walling is still
suspected as remaining in existence – are of significantly larger stones and
rather less well coursed than the walling to the upper levels, which are
likely to date from the late eighteenth century. The appearance of the
Culachy House
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Photograph taken during the
reharling operations in 2002
(courtesy of GLM)

Walling in the lower ground floor
area showing evidence of ochrecoloured limewashed finishes to
former external walls

walling at the lower levels is commensurate with work of a sixteenth
century date, or even earlier. The evidence of reused timber having been
recycled throughout the building is slight, and whereas in other similar
properties some evidence of square, or near square floor joists or roof
timbers might be expected, apart from the occasional large beams with
adzed surfaces are to be seen in a few locations where spanning large
openings. Being too large to pass through an early, primitive sawmill it is
feasible that these had been dressed by adze, and could, therefore, relate
to works carried out at a significantly later date. The end of one of these
beams, inserted in the 1894 alterations at the diagonal opening leading at
first floor to the small jamb at the southwest corner, suggests the
possibility of there having been a serious fire in the property at some stage,
discounting the possibility that the sections may have been reused from
elsewhere. From the evidence of a wall to the rear of the property exposed
at ground floor (that must have been in position before the alterations of
the nineteenth century) early limewashed harled surfaces are visible, and
appear to have a yellow ochre, or cream, base colour. Evidence of the
same finish can be seen at the original front wall of the property before the
front porch and first floor room were added. It is probable that these few
surviving fragments represent the wall finish and colour of the property in
the late eighteenth century, rather than what had gone before.
With so many unanswered questions further enlightenment may have to
depend on detailed archaeological investigation associated with the
disturbance of ground in close proximity to the base of the house, in case
there may be evidence of, for instance, barmkin walls, old drains, or of
courtyard paving. Depending on the use of the property there could well
have been a productive garden in proximity to the tower house, but of this
no obvious evidence seems to exist at the present. The ground
surrounding the house appears to have been made up to provide a plinth,
but more evidence than this we do not have at the moment.

Extract from Joan Blaeu’s map of 1654 © NLS

Further, without knowledge of the owner of the site and its purpose we can
only guess at whether the tower represented a dwelling, or whether it had
been erected as a hunting lodge in a strategic location. Pont’s map, if not
actually helpful in terms of depicting the appearance of the structure,
shows us that the building was not isolated, surrounded by several
properties of substance, in fact much as is seen in the area today. Given
the relative inaccessibility of the higher ground land occupation followed
the low level routes following the Great Glen between Inverness and
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General George Wade (1673-1748)
was an Anglo-Irish soldier, serving in
the War of the Spanish Succession
on the Iberian Peninsular before
being appointed Commander-inChief of military forces in Scotland in
1725. In his report submitted to
George I at the end of the previous
year he was to add fuel to
perceptions of the Highland clans as
barbarous, and prone to civil strife.
In doing so he identified the many
latent causes for the ’45 Rising and
the most likely protagonists in any
future conflict. His solution was to
control the area through reinforcing
the existing forts and setting up an
effective communications system
between them by building 250 miles
of military roads for supplies and
troop movements, and erecting
bridges. This infrastructure was
installed between 1726 and 1738.
The principal routes were those
along the Great Glen from Fort
William to Inverness, and from Fort
Augustus to Dunkeld, which forms
much of the length of the current A9
trunk road. The section over the
Corrieyairack Pass was not adopted,
but its importance is such that it is
scheduled as an ancient monument.
It was an irony that the Jacobites
used Wade’s roads to good
advantage during the early stages of
the ’45 Rising, and a further irony
that Wade, by now a Commander-inChief in England, was
outmanoeuvred by the Jacobite
forces on their march to Derby,
which led to the appointment of the
Duke of Cumberland as his
replacement. The bastion at
Killichuimen had been renamed Fort
Augustus after the royal child who
was to lead the Hanoverian army at
the Battle of Culloden in April 1746.
Wade’s plans for further
improvements were carried out by
his successor, William Caulfeild,
after 1740. The Corrieyairack Pass
is regarded as the most important of
the roads for which Wade was
responsible.

Invergarry, and it may have been of significance to the location of Culachy
that the site happened to be adjacent to the old drove road leading over
the Corrieyairack, which became later one of Wade’s principal supply
routes from the south to the strategic military post at the end of Loch Ness.
It is not until the seventeenth century that records begin to refer to Culachy
with any degree of consistency, and it was clear that it remained in the
possession of the Frasers until the early eighteenth century. One of the
first unofficial records of the place is believed to be a reference in a Gaelic
poem by the bard Ian Luim commemorating Montrose’s march to engage in
battle at the battle of Inverlochy in 1645, for which his route is given
through ‘glun Chuil Eachaidh’ 9. Unfortunately the property does not
appear to figure in Wade’s route maps, nor in the mapping undertaken by
Roy. As these military maps show, Fort Augustus occupied a key strategic
location at the foot of Loch Ness, made more important by the need to
control the river crossings of the Oich and the Tarff, in close proximity to
one another, defining a natural promontory surrounded on three sides by
water. Realising this, Wade instructed that the fort should be rebuilt on the
site of the present abbey, where work commenced in 1729 10. It was
completed by 1740 and, when under concerted siege from the Jacobites a
few years later, with its understaffed garrison it held out barely for two
days.
With whom was Culachy associated at this time? While in medieval times
the area might have formed a part of the Comyn empire (from which is
derived the name by which the earlier name for Fort Augustus,
Killichuimen, had been known) with their demise, the property could have
been erected for one of the septs of the Fraser clan, whose lands extended
to the whole of the Boleskine and Abertarff parish in the late medieval
period. Records indicate that Culachy remained in the hands of the Frasers
until well into the eighteenth century, but by this time a documented
association with Clan Donald, and in particular with the MacDonells of
Glengarry, is entirely to be expected given their historical dominance at this
time over this length of the glen. Following an extensive tour of the
Highlands in 1724, in a highly prejudicial report to George I (which was to
secure his appointment as Commander-in-Chief in Scotland) General Wade
wrote of the clan chiefs in general
They determine all disputes and differences that happen among their Vassals, and on
extraordinary occasions such as the Marriage of a Daughter, the building of a House, or any
other pretence for the support of their Chief, or honour of the Name, he levies a Tax on the
Tribe. And it is not to be wonder’d that those who submit to this Servile Slavery, will, when
Summoned by their Superiors, follow them into Rebellion. 11

Wade was accurate in predicting where the loyalties to the Jacobite cause
lay, and would continue to lie, listing the ‘MacDonels and others of
Glengary, Abertarff, and Knoidart, in Inverness-shire’ 12 in a long list of
suspects.
A map prepared by him shows the principal seats of the clan chieftains,
and marked on in pencil can be seen his record of the clan allegiances,
and also the likely number of men that might be called to arms. In effect,
the map represents the fruits of carrying out his espionage during the
months spent in the Highlands preparing his report, upon which opinions of
the Highlanders would be formed by those fearing the continuing threat of
the Jacobite cause. The fact that his road across the Highlands to Dunkeld
is conterminous with Culachy, and that the junction with the strategic
military road following the Great Glen was only a short distance away, gave
the property particular significance which would have continued until
improved forms of communication arrived in the nineteenth century. Thus,
from when the road was opened by 1732 13, the property being in
such a prominent position would have been a landmark, instantly
recognisable to all using the route at the beginning of their journey, or
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Extract from Wade’s map showing the barracks at Fort Augustus, and his notes on the
territory occupied by the various clans and their martial capability © NLS

alternatively nearing the end of it on the steep descent into Fort Augustus.
It is sometimes said that, although Wade had mastered the challenge of
road building to the extent that he proved it possible to lay down a road
which traversed the mountains rising to 2,500 feet at the highest point, he
had overlooked that fact that the exposure of the road to the ravages of the
Scottish winters to the degree that, for many months it was blocked with
snow, or from sections having been washed away. Accordingly a new route,
surveyed by Telford, opened between Spean Bridge and Dalwhinnie in
1818, which although longer in miles, rendered the old route redundant
except for the time honoured Highland traditions of using it as a drove road
or, occasionally, for funeral processions on foot. The use of the route as a
drove road for cattle from the west to the trysts at Falkirk and, in earlier
days, Kingussie in Badenoch, continued until the tradition finally died out in
the closing years of the nineteenth century 14.
After 1738, Culachy became associated with the MacDonells of Sandaig on
account of Donald MacDonell’s appointment in the previous year as Factor
of the Glengarry estates, a position he held until 1744. During this period
MacDonell amassed a considerable investment in property which he had
obtained from his Glengarry cousin, the Clan Chief. Among these estates
were Abertarff of which Culachy was a part, over which the Frasers had
relinquished control 15, Alexander Macdonell of Glengarry having acquired
the estate of Abertarff on 4 April 1711, passing it to his son, John, in
liferent. Donald MacDonell’s landholdings were to extend much further
afield, and were to include many properties in Perthshire, and it was from
one of these that he substituted ‘of Sandaig’ for ‘of Lochgarry’. Although
Lochgarry harboured the intention of enlisting with the British Army the
circumstances of the ’45 Rising caused him to abandon his plans in some
haste. After a short while he became deeply embroiled in the Jacobite
cause, at one time leading the Glengarry Regiment. His exploits in resisting
the surge into the Glengarry territory following Culloden made him a
marked man, and he made his escape to France with the Prince, eventually
to die an exile in Paris. His new house at Lochgarry was burnt, following
which his wife and children occupied Culachy, the house and estate having
been acquired by Lochgarry as a wadset, redeemable for 8,000 merks 16.
Culachy suffered the same fate, laid waste by the Hanoverian troops, their
progress along the Great Glen in the aftermath of the battle, having
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been thwarted by Lochgarry. A property in the ownership of a prominent
Jacobite family, occupying a strategic position in relation to the military
roads and to the barracks at Fort Augustus, for it to have been left
unmolested would have been highly unusual, given the scale of the
devastation wrought elsewhere,. Eventually Lochgarry’s family succeeded
in joining him abroad 17, while it was inevitable that the estate should be
declared forfeit in the aftermath of Culloden.

Extract from James Dorret’s map of Scotland of 1750 © NLS

Under the terms of the wadset Culachy would have been vacant at times
and tenants frequently removed from it 18. It is clear that around the time
of Culloden, Culachy was occupied by Allan MacDonell, listed then as a
captain in the Jacobite army 19 and for some years after Culloden he
enjoyed a close association with Glengarry. As many of those tainted with
the Jacobite cause he found himself fighting an uphill battle to improve the
farm at Culachy, over which he instructed agents to make constant
petitions to the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estates in the early 1760s
for financial support for the improvements he sought to make. As he was
in the unfortunate position of not having been granted a lease, or tack, on
the farm 20, he had to rely on character references from the local factor to
the Forfeited Estates, JA Small. In his first petition, made in 1760,
MacDonell seemed somewhat at a loss to know to whom to make his case
given the insecurity of what was referred to as his ‘possession’, but the
circumstances of what had happened in 1746 are made abundantly clear
…… this farm was part of the Estate which belonged to Donald Macdonald of Lochgarry lying in
the shire of Inverness. And in the year 1746, all the office houses as well as the dwelling
house upon the possession were burnt & destroyed and for some years after the Lands were
wholly waste. 21

MacDonell’s case relied heavily on the desire to set a good example of
improved husbandry of the farm, and in this it seems he was supported by
the factor, Small, who advised his superiors that the properties at Culachy
were in a significantly poorer state than others in the vicinity. He added,
helpfully, that ‘The Petitioner seems to be a very Good and Diligent
Farmer’ 22. MacDonell was sufficiently encouraged to seek quotations from
local tradesmen for the reparations, which seemed to include repairing
some of the properties while others were to have been constructed as new.
While, initially, the petition was for a dwelling house, a barn and byre,
stable, and corn kiln, in the quotations that he then sought the list was
extended to include a drystane-built sheep-cote, demonstrating that
MacDonell was responding to latest farming staple encouraged by
Glengarry. The quotations, and the tradesmen who had prepared them,
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were presented before the Governor of Fort Augustus, Alexander Trapaud,
who duly certified them in his role as a Justice of the Peace of the county.

The range of farm buildings prior to refurbishment (GLM)

Smoke-blackened harling to a former
external wall

From this later quotation dimensions are given for the dwelling house of 49
feet long by twenty feet broad, with a wallhead height of 9 feet to receive a
turf roof. The house was to be built to a higher specification compared with
the agricultural structures, to incorporate plastered surfaces internally,
albeit the roof was to be of turf divots as opposed to slate while the walls
were to be constructed of newly quarried stone and of lime 23. These
dimensions correspond remarkably closely to those of the front section of
the house before it was extended in the late nineteenth century, which are
estimated to have measured 49 feet and 10 inches in length by 20 feet
and 6 inches in breadth. Apart from the evidence of burnt timber having
been recycled in the property, there is the further evidence of soot
blackened harling and masonry at the junction between the external wall of
the room, noted as the Smoking Room and the wall to the former dining
room, using the room names given on the 1893 plans, all of which gives
weight to the high probability of MacDonell having retained the fabric of the
former house on the site, and extended it. It would have been unusual for
the walls of the old tower to be demolished in their entirety, except where it
was thought necessary to change the location to suit the building of a new
house, in which case the structure would have provided a source of
building stone, then, of course, an extremely valuable commodity. Although
Culachy was being referred to regularly in the latter half of the eighteenth
century as a farmhouse, there must have been a substantial house on the
site, as one is shown accordingly in James Dorret’s map of Scotland,
published in 1750 (see page 14). This map shows the location of the
property accurately in relation to both the road and the river, if not actually
the old burial ground. It seems probable that the survey work for this map
would have been carried out before the ’45 Rising, and it may have been
based on earlier maps.
MacDonell’s petitions for £25 were granted, if not quite in full, and he
proceeded to build the properties, whereupon he returned with a further
petition as the total expenditure had risen to over £90. The matter must
have rumbled on for some time, and MacDonell’s good repute continued to
be supported by the factors. In 1768 Henry Butter reported to his
superiors that in fact MacDonell had built several more houses than had
been mentioned in the previous petitions, and he added
The Factor begs Leave to Mention as his Humble Petition That Instances of such Spirit in
Improvement so very seldom to be met with in these Highland Countreys merit some
Encouragement from your Lordships the Farm being Greatly Meliorated by these
Improvements which cost the Tenant considerably above £100. 24
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The wadsetters rights, having been
all redeemed by the Crown, while in
possession of the Lovat estate,
became then sensible of their
precarious tenures, and extracted
from their tenants an additional rent,
proportioned to the value of their
possessions; and it must be
acknowledged, that this change of
system made a great alteration in
the appearance of the inhabitants;
they were no longer seen at church
or market with the garments the
produce of their own sheep, spun by
their wives and daughters, and the
simple fare of their ancestors
entirely lost its relish; and the
principal tacksman, thereby finding
the returns from his holding not to
bear proportion to his wants,
bethought himself of a different plan
of management, and exchanged his
former tenants and dependants for a
flock of south country sheep. The
step, altho’ it had the appearance of
great rigour, has turned out much to
the advantage of the tenantry, who
thereupon retired to the town of
Inverness; and applying themselves
to industrious labour in the two
manufacturies there, they thereby
not only improved their living, but
were enabled to give education and
trades to their children, some of
whom are now sending grateful
remittances from distant climes. The
introduction of sheep, though it had
at first the effect of banishing the
small tenantry, will, if successful, in a
few years have the same tendency
towards the principal tacksmen; and
this once populous country will then
exhibit the same scene of
depopulation as we behold in the
borders of this part of the united
kingdoms; ……. 25

While Allan MacDonell may have been portrayed as a model farmer, his
exertions and constant petitioning must have frustrated him sorely. In the
very same year, 1773, in which Johnson and Boswell were entertained so
hospitably by Governor Trapaud at Fort Augustus while on their epic tour to
the Western Isles, he turned his back on his achievements and emigrated
to Canada with his two brothers, John MacDonell of Leek and Alexander
MacDonell of Aberchalder, together with other relatives and an estimated
400 Highlanders from the Glengarry estates. The same year also marked
the first of the emigration ships departing from Fort William. The properties
of Culachy, Leek and Aberchalder were almost conterminous with one
another at the northern end of Loch Oich, and the three brothers would
have acted as tacksmen. Allan MacDonell, and his Canadian descendants,
were to retain the title of the place of their Highland ancestry ‘of Collachie’.
In spite of his increasing debts, Glengarry’s conspicuous consumption
knew no bounds. Sheep farming had been introduced into the Highlands
from the early 1760s (as instanced by the construction of the ‘sheep-cote’
at Culachy). With the promise of profit from his investment in this
potentially lucrative market, in 1785 Glengarry embarked on some of the
first land clearances to be recorded north of the Great Glen 26. His actions
revealed the degree to which the gradual breakdown of the clan system
was affecting the close bonds between clan chief and clansmen, as a direct
consequence of the Abolition of the Heritable Jurisdictions Act of 1747,
rushed through parliament as one of a number of punitive measures
against the ‘barbarous’ clans in the immediate wake of Culloden. Allan
MacDonell, his two brothers, and those who followed them, must have
anticipated the consequences of the actions of their chief when they took
the drastic step of abandoning their homeland at such a relatively early
date. The entry by an anonymous hand (unusually a heritor, and not that of
the parish minister) in the Old Statistical Account of the 1790s, of which an
extract is reproduced left, suggested that the adoption of sheep farming
was indeed more extensive than might have been believed otherwise, and
that the area was beginning to suffer from rural depopulation.
The property was duly acquired by William Hall, of Whitehall in the Scottish
Borders, and it is possible that he was attracted to the Highlands with the
promise of good profits from sheep farming. It is conceivable that he may
have acquired this part of the Lochgarry estate as early as 1769, judging by
the surviving papers and, if this is so, it could have been one of the factors
triggering Allan Macdonell’s exit. In the event, Hall was to wage a long and
bitter legal dispute with the succeeding farm tenant, Hugh Macpherson of
Ovie, over the question of meliorations (payments to tenants for
improvements made to the property for the duration of the let). Hall was
residing at Cherry Island House on the banks of Loch Ness, and so it is
reasonable to assume that this had been at that time the principal
residence on the Abertarff estate, which included Culachy. The subjects of
the dispute are listed, and make interesting reading. He could not have
possessed the property for long because, by June 1778, he had sold out to
the Lovat Frasers. The dispute lingered on, with Lieutenant-General Fraser,
as the new owner, conjoined in the action that was to go in the end against
a disgruntled Hall.
The fact that the property had been leased to Macphersons throws up an
interesting question, as to whether Allan MacDonell had carried out the
only alterations to Culachy in the late eighteenth century. The papers
relating to the dispute over the meliorations may show some light on
further changes made during Macpherson’s tenancy. It is suggested that
improvements may have been carried out to a total of eleven houses for
‘Workmen and Cottagers’, and while much of the claim appears to rest on
the building of drystane enclosing walls, some work related to finishing off
the farm buildings referred to in the earlier petitions by MacDonell. Of
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particular interest may be a reference to improvements to the farmhouse,
and specifically to the building of a kitchen over a cellar which had three
sash and case windows, an external door, an oven and ‘stove holes’ and
vents 27. The thatched finish to the roof was repaired at the same time.
These changes may have occurred around 1777, before Hall disposed of
the estate.
From studying the fabric of the house, it is probable that the original tower
house was extended one bay westwards during the mid to late eighteenth
century, and the re-entrant angle of the L-plan may have been infilled at the
same time. The sets of tripartite (triple) window and door openings to the
gable wall at the lower ground level, and to the new room formed above at
ground floor, elevated due to the natural slope of the land, are consistent
with work executed at this time. A further clue is provided in the fact that
the wall thicknesses are correspondingly more slender than the adjoining
sections. A further explanation of change to the fabric of the farmhouse
may lie in the reminiscences of Anne McVicar Grant, set out in the three
volumes of the book Letters from the Mountains, first published in 1806. It
was a resounding success in literary circles and was republished on several
occasions.

Anne McVicar Grant (1755-1838)

Anne McVicar was born in Glasgow in 1755, the daughter of a serving
officer in a Highland regiment of the British army, Duncan McVicar, who
was posted to America. She was educated in New York, and her family
intended to settle in Vermont where they received a donation of extensive
land for their occupation, and of which she had been regarded the heiress.
Forced to returning to Scotland in 1768, and with the changing political
scene in America, it was impossible for them to return to reclaim their
investment which was confiscated after the American Revolution. McVicar
was posted to Fort Augustus in 1773, where he undertook the role
of the Collector, or barrack-master. In 1779 she married the minister of
Laggan, the Reverend James Grant, whereupon she left Fort Augustus to
live in the parish manse on the other side of the mountain. She returned on
occasions to Fort Augustus where her parents remained, until her father
received a further posting to Fort George, and she often described the
hardships of travelling over the high ground over the Corrieyairack Pass on
Wade’s military road. Her memories of the Highlands are recorded in her
regular letters to friends, celebrated for capturing the emerging romantic
spirit of Highland life and scenery, reflecting the Ossianic ‘translations’ of
James Macpherson, published from the early 1760s. She was later to
befriend him during her time at the manse, when, nearing the end of his
life, he had returned in opulence form his early literary successes to the
Highlands having bought the estate of Balavil, near Kingussie.
Anne McVicar had a particular affection for Culachy, which she expressed
in letters to her friends on several occasions. The affection appeared to be
shared equally between her enjoyment of the scenery surrounding the
waterfall on the River Tarff upstream of the house, to which she walked
frequently from the garrison at Fort Augustus, and the close friendship that
was forged with Christina Macpherson, who resided in the farmhouse.
From reading the letters an impression is to be gained of idle young ladies
seeking one another’s company and friendship, travelling together on the
occasional visits to Inverness to relieve the endless hours of boredom until
marriage intervened. In one letter she refers to ‘Culachy gossipping’ 28. In
1774 she wrote to her friend in Glasgow, Miss Ewing
Do you remember me mentioning an agreeable neighbour in one of my former letters, who
lives a mile off, in a situation equally singular and beautiful? I mean Miss Christina
Macpherson. She is an acquisition in her way, sensible and sincere, though uncultivated. She
possesses a fund of genuine humour: and I believe she has a regard for me. 29
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In a later letter, there is a hint that Christina was to move away soon from
Culachy, and although the reason is not given, it was assumed to be on the
occasion of her marriage, which may not have turned out a happiest of
ones. At the time of publication a footnote is added to the letter, describing
where her friend lived, in the following terms
Culachy – the place of residence of Christina Macpherson; a beautiful farm, romantically
situated at the opening of Glen-Tarfe, about a mile from Fort Augustus. 30

Her note helpfully confirms that the dwelling was seen as the farmhouse,
and she may be referring as much to the range of adjacent farm buildings.
With their thatched roofs, sitting comfortably with the landforms, and given
the protection of the hillside to the south, they would not have added to her
perception of the beauty of the place. Christina was to attend Anne’s
wedding, but a letter during 1786 records that she had died shortly after
the birth of her second child.
Anne McVicar Grant returned to Fort Augustus on occasions during 1791,
as her daughter was being brought up by her grandparents who were still,
at this time, billeted at the barracks. On one of these occasions, on the
descent from the Corrieyairack she left the carriage and, with the memory
of Christina foremost in her thoughts, she relived the ‘wild beauties of the
walk’ at Drimen Druie, to arrive unannounced at Culachy
Full of her resemblance we followed the course of the stream which led to the house of her
favourite brother. He was not at home; but his pretty little wife welcomed us with a grace and
cordiality that made us regret having only a single hour to spend with her. When we emerged
from the “valley of vision” and saw Loch Ness from the eminence on which the house stands, I
felt as if time had run back; but that was a mere momentary sensation. 31

While it has not been possible to establish the relationship between
Christina and the tacksman of the farm, Hugh Macpherson of Ovie, it is
reasonable to assume that the absent brother could have been none other
than Sir John Macpherson (1746-1821). Again, Anne McVicar Grant can
be relied upon to provide a clue as to his background. When writing to
Miss Ewing in 1786, she added ‘I suppose you have heard me speak of the
brother of the new-married lady at Culachy’, adding that he had made his
fortune in India at an early age, and that he was well known 32. She refers
specifically to his post of the Governorship of Bengal. He was in fact made
a baronet in that same year, having only just returned to the Highlands. He
sailed out to India in 1767, joining the East India Company’s service in
Madras as a writer, and although he rose to become the interim GovernorGeneral of Fort William in Bengal between 1785 and 1786 his career had
been a chequered one. In 1777 he had been dismissed for misconduct,
and was not to be reinstated until 1781. It is claimed that his term of
administration was plagued by inefficiencies, corruption, and by unrest in
the resident army 33. As most serving officers of the East India Company
he would have amassed a personal fortune by the time of his return to
Britain, confirmed by Anne McVicar Grant’s observations. The 1777 entry
in the old parish records may begin to make sense if the son, Evan, born to
McPhersons of Culachy 34 related to the very time when Macpherson had
left India before returning to continue service with the company. Having
followed his father into the army, the youth would have been eighteen
years of age when he was arrested at Fort Augustus as Lieutenant Evan
Macpherson, and there appears to be a record of him in the Fraser
archives requesting that he should make use of the property for three or
fours months, offering security for the amount in the name of two
Macpherson relatives, both of whom were more senior officers in the
regiment 35. The young lieutenant slipped his captor, and then embarked
upon an escapade before he was recaptured in Edinburgh 36. Whatever
the indiscretion for which the lad was held responsible, it seemed to do no
harm to his military career because, after a spell as a Colonel in the Royal
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Veteran Battalion, he became the Governor of Sheerness before his death
in 1823.
In the succession of the MacDonell and Macpherson tenancies of the farm,
and the acquired wealth and social status of the latter family, we find the
most plausible explanations for the modest changes that were effected to
the farmhouse at Culachy (as the property was known by this time) by the
end of the eighteenth century. The simplified detail of the capitals to the
pilasters framing the upper window (the adjoining lights were blind until
opened up in the recent alterations) suggests that this work is of this
period, and does not belong to the more sophisticated improvements
carried out in either of the phases of work carried out in the next century.
Carruthers’s drawings of 1893 indicate that the extension to the original
plan had been restricted to two storeys, to which he added a further storey.
If the purpose of the entry at the lower ground level was to provide
improved access to the kitchen and storage areas of the house, the
impressive room at the floor above, close to square in plan, but not a large
room, might have been introduced as a parlour, or dining room, enjoying
the pleasant view to the west from which the principal approach to the
house would have been made originally. The lower door has beaded
vertical linings and hinges that suggest an early date, unlike most other
parts of the house. With the reorganisation of the frontage of the old
house, these improvements represent the first of a number of steps in the
civilisation of the old property to suit new standards of living. There is,
unfortunately, very little surviving internal fabric that can be dated with any
certainty from this interesting period of the building’s history.

The first floor window at the west
gable (above) and the door entry to
the lower ground floor (right)

In essence, when Hall sold out to the Lovat Frasers, the property was
returned to the family with whom the property has been most closely
associated through its long history. At one time the Frasers possessed
extensive landholdings on the east side of the Great Glen which, before the
fifteenth century, had taken up the whole of the parish of Boleskine and
Abertarff 37. Here was yet another family equally tainted by their espousal
of the Jacobite cause. Given the renowned exploits of the staunch Jacobite
Simon Fraser, 11th Lord Lovat, identified as one of the principal
ringleaders of the ’45 Rising, it was inevitable he would be beheaded in
1747 following his capture after Culloden. Equally inevitable was the
forfeiture of the extensive entailed estates of the family. In 1774 some of
these were returned to Lieutenant-General Simon Fraser in
acknowledgement of his military service to the Crown. He entered the royal
army in 1756, and served later with distinction under General Wolfe in
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Canada. Having acquired the Abertarff estate in 1778, and after leasing
the property and the farm to the Macphersons, it appears that in 1795 the
Culachy lease was transferred to another tacksman, Robert Oliver. Oliver
had come from the south, and his continuing association with the property
is noted from entries in old parish records 39.

3.2 Estate improvements in the nineteenth century
There are upwards of 30,000 sheep
in the parish, almost all of the
Cheviot breed. Though the carcase
does not grow to a very extraordinary
size, the wool is esteemed of
superior quality, and has always
fetched the highest price at market.
Most of it is sold to woolstaplers in
the north of England, and the
wedders and sheep are generally
purchased by south country
storemasters, who frequent the
great annual sheep and wool fair at
Inverness; but sometimes they are
sent by the breeders to the Falkirk
September or October tryst, in
expectation of getting a better price
than what they had been previously
offered in the country. If
disappointed, they must dispose of
them at a reduced price, or winter
them in the south, which increases
the expense, and eventually
diminishes the gain, or drive them to
England, which places them still
more at the mercy of the buyer. 38

Before considering the first of two major alterations to the house in the
nineteenth century, an insight is required into the ownership of the
Abertarff estate, which was unentailed, in the context of the labyrinthine
upheavals of succession within the House of Lovat of Clan Fraser.
With the beheading of Simon Fraser, the estate passed to his son of the
same name, who, as noted above, succeeded in regaining some of the
forfeited lands. Having achieved the high military rank of LieutenantGeneral he died in 1782 without leaving an heir, other than a son born out
of wedlock. The estates he had regained passed to his half-brother,
Colonel Archibald Campbell Fraser who, in turn, was to outlive his five sons.
This had the unfortunate consequence that the male line of the Lovat
Fraser family was extinguished at the time of his death, in 1815. The
Colonel, a longstanding MP for Inverness-shire, had a particular fondness
for a grandson, born out of wedlock to his unmarried son, John Simon
Fraser of Lovat, who had died in 1803. Not unnaturally he was regarded as
the true successor to the family line, despite his status, and when the
Colonel died he passed the unentailed estate of Abertarff, together with
property in the Crown area of Inverness, to his grandson, Archibald Thomas
Frederick Fraser, who adopted the title subsequently of Fraser of Abertarff.
The precise age of ATF Fraser is not known at the time he inherited the
estate, but it is reasonable to assume that some years would pass before
he reached his maturity. Collectively, the properties and landholdings
should have guaranteed him a sound income for his lifetime.
With the break in succession, the Lovat title passed to Thomas Alexander
Fraser, 10th of Strichen, who was only thirteen at the time of the
accession. In time he was to establish his right to the ancient peerage title,
and, in 1837, he was created Baron Lovat of Lovat. Despite the immense
wealth of the estates he acquired with the title, he was to challenge
outright ATF Fraser’s inheritance, of which one contemporary source was
rather less guarded than many of the official accounts of what had
transpired. When the Highland engineer, Joseph Mitchell, wrote his candid
memoirs in the ebbing years of his life, the threat of litigation over
revelations of the principal Highland families that had not appeared in print
previously prevented publication until after his death in 1883. Of the
lifelong feuding between Lovat and Fraser of Abertarff he wrote

ATF Fraser of Abertarff, by John
Thomson of Duddingston (17781840) (courtesy of The Highland
Council)

They, however, entered into a series of litigations of the most extended and protracted
character, which have only ended with the death of Lord Lovat, the heir of entail; it thus
appearing as if these descendants of Lord Simon of Lovat had inherited with their estates his
litigious and contentious spirit.
The cause of these lawsuits, besides others relative to the estate, arose from a custom then
common throughout the Highlands, of the tenants constructing such buildings and making
such improvements as they required, and being paid melioration for them at the end of their
leases. Lord Lovat, the heir of entail, maintained that this should be sustained by the heir of
the personalty.
It is unnecessary to enter into the details of these questions, which to all appearance might
have been settled in a few months by any honest referee. But bitter lawsuits were
commenced and carried on for upwards of forty years, which neither improved the revenue of
the litigants, nor the amiability of their tempers. These contentions have ended, as most such
end, by Abertarff being nearly ruined, while the estate of Abertarff, left him by his grandfather,
and which was found to be chargeable with the whole meliorations paid to tenants as well as
Abertarff’s legal expenses, amounting almost to the entire value of the estate, £60,000. 40
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Lovat was to die in 1875, while Abertarff outlived him by nine years, and
after his death in 1884, under the terms of the agreement, the estate
reverted to the Lovats, and was sold subsequently. In the later injudicious
circumstances of the feud between the parties it would appear that the
estate might not be capable of sustaining major improvements, and hence
the role of the tenants may take on a particular significance.
When ATF Fraser inherited the lands of Abertarff the pattern of the
Highland economy had already changed, and in many respects the area
was ahead of the changes that were still to befall larger estates in other
upland areas of the Highlands. Glengarry’s actions in clearing his land for
sheep farming had been an early indicator of change, as was the departure
of his some of his principal tacksmen for the New World. Of the staples
upon which a Highland economy had been founded in the eighteenth
century, by selling commodities outwith the region – cattle, the harvesting
of kelp, manufacturing, fisheries, and wool – by the turn of the nineteenth
century only the last of these remained profitable 41. By the mid-1820s the
problems of the region were acute, fuelled by an uncontrollable increase in
the population which had risen from 115,000 in 1755, to 201,000 by
1831 42. What lay behind the disaffection of tacksmen like Allan
MacDonell, driving them to emigrate, was reflected in the wider concerns of
the breakdown of Highland society, which is hinted at in the
narratives for the Boleskine and Abertarff parish in the Old and New
Statistical Accounts (see pages 16 and 20).
Against this background, the acumen of new farming tenants of the estates
has to be measured. If from what Joseph Mitchell tells us, Fraser of
Abertarff was not well positioned to invest in his inheritance in later years,
the improvements to the estate at Culachy which can be identified as
belonging to the fourth or middle decades of the nineteenth century cannot
be attributed to the tenant at that time, Alexander Fraser (1822-1899),
whose wealth appears to have been amassed later in his life. Fraser, who
does not appear to be a relative of the proprietor of the estate, was clearly
to prosper from his investment. He coupled the success of his farming
enterprise with that of a banker in Inverness, where he represented the
Commercial Bank, an association that was maintained for around fifty
years. He became a prominent citizen of the town, and for some years its
Provost. From the fragmentary collections that survive of his papers, he
was heavily involved in investment in the infrastructure of the farming of
the estate, and in wool sales which formed a large part of the business. He
traded regularly with wool brokers in Leith and Glasgow.
Initially the agricultural needs of the estate must have been satisfied
through using the distinctive range of farm buildings to the rear of the
farmhouse, as the mains farm appears for the first occasion on the 2nd
Edition Ordnance Survey map of 1900. Long before this time the old farm
buildings would have been converted to kennels and stabling associated
with the shootings (and for the renting out of the house for this purpose).
Commensurate with the shift to the mains farm the range of buildings had
been reduced in size as a comparison between the 1st (surveyed 1876)
and 2nd Edition maps reveals. A fire insurance policy of 1885 lists the
following structures as being covered 43.
1
2
3
4
5

Building of barn stable, byre & the like on the farm of Culachy stone & thatched
Building of wooden cattle shed ‘there’, detached
Building of dwellinghouse thatched
Building of dwelling house at Coittry covered in wood
Building of stable byre and the like at Coittry, roofed in corrugated iron

If nothing else the list indicates the degree to which the farming interests
had diversified. Other accounts relate to payments to local tradesmen in
the 1880s for work in fitting out ‘Cytra Square’ 44 (by the 1955 sale
document this had reverted to ‘Kyltra’).
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Extract from the 1st Edition OS map, surveyed in 1876 © NLS

Both the Old and New Statistical Account entries are dismissive about
listing modern residences within the parish boundaries, or even important
ones, which may suggest that few improvements of any note had befallen
Culachy by the mid-1830s. Indeed, the impression is given that the
popularity of this area of the Great Glen for accommodating seats of
leading families had diminished. The author of the Old Statistical Account
had ventured, somewhat dismissively
This country, does not appear ever to have been an object, for any great man to fix his
residence in, and therefore, we can trace no remains of any edifice worthy of observation.

45

But, clearly, if not by the 1830s, some considerable improvements had
been carried out to the farmhouse at Culachy, and they would have had a
marked effect in changing the appearance of the old house well beyond the
changes effected in the previous century. It is likely, too, that the
improvements to the policies surrounding the house would have been
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contemporary with any work to the house at this time, and would have
included the introduction of the new gates serving the avenue to the west
of the house on the principal approach which remained from Wade’s
military road. The enclosure of the house by trees to the south, and the
roundel of trees planted on the mound to the north of the property, must
have been established by the mid-nineteenth century at the latest, as they
appear on the 1st Edition map. It is, of course, possible that they may have
related to the first stage of the ‘civilisation’ of the ancient house carried out
in the preceding century, but the gates and gate piers suggest a later date.

The gate piers at the entrance to the old driveway from the military road

At first sight it may appear that the alterations to the house all relate to the
conversion of 1894, but it is undoubtedly the case that the property had
been altered very substantially earlier in the century, and WL Carruthers
paid homage to this in adopting the same style for the extensive reworking
of the fabric he was proposing to undertake for the new owner. The
thoroughness with which he did so reduces the number of clues as to how
the house had been altered before and, to some extent, it is necessary to
rely on his surviving drawings to provide an insight into what had existed
beforehand. While the architect is not known (and undoubtedly there
would have been one) the neo-Tudor style adopted for the facelift and for
the extension of the house is in keeping with that adopted by leading
architects working in the north. By the time that these improvements were
most likely to have been carried out, the style was also in common use also
by the more competent architects who were based more locally in regional
centres like Inverness and Elgin.

Window details at the front elevation

The neo-Tudor style was a popular one in the Highlands in the first half of
the nineteenth century. It combined some of the features of an emerging
fully blown baronial castellated style with inherited characteristics from
English examples, as there had been no identifiable precedent of the style
in Scotland, at least until the emergence of the Jacobean architecture of
the seventeenth century with which the style was often conjoined. NeoTudor can be recognised by the occasional appearance of miniature corner
bartizans (or turrets), while on the principal elevations paired windows may
appear with hood mouldings, accompanied by mullions and rybats with
series of distinctive convex and concave mouldings. Windows were
invariably sash and case, with relatively small panes of glass, normally with
a marked vertical emphasis. Except in the case of the larger frontages, the
principal elevation would have been symmetrical, following classical lines.
All of these features had been used to good effect at Culachy. All that is
missing here are the familiar elongated chimneyheads, with the segregated
octagonal shafts of ashlar stonework.
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The inspiration for the style is most likely to have been James Gillespie
Graham (1776-1855) who was active in the early years of the nineteenth
century in carrying out works for the 2nd Lord Macdonald at Sleat on Skye.
An early mainland design by him was for Achnacarry Castle from 1802
onwards, while his proposals for Armadale Castle of 1815-19, for his
former employer, Lord Macdonald, were on a more ambitious scale. Built
for Donald Cameron, Achnacarry sports similar quadrefoil cusped openings
to that found at the head of the gable to the front porch at Culachy.
Coincidentally, Gillespie Graham had been the architect for the Commercial
Bank in Inverness of 1827, altered by Alexander Ross of Inverness in the
late 1860s, by which time Alexander Fraser’s position in the bank would
have been well assured. When William Burn (1789-1870) came to
Inverness with the designs for the replacement structure on the site of the
former Inverness Castle from 1833, he chose the same style, having
experimented in it on numerous country houses from the early 1820s. The
Aberdeen architect Archibald Simpson (1790-1847) adopted the style
towards the end of his career, and the practice of Thomas Mackenzie
(1814-54) and James Matthews (1819-98), with offices in Elgin and
Inverness, was highly proficient in using it; occasionally they undertook
commissions for the Commercial Bank.

Detail of WL Carruthers’s Ground Floor Plan of 1893 showing the outline of the former house
© RCAHMS

Details of the principal elevation

The drawings prepared by GLM Architects and Surveyors, reproduced in
Appendix 8.2, make a fair assessment of the floor plans of the property as
it might have appeared in the mid-nineteenth century, largely worked up
from Carruthers’s 1893 drawings. It is evident from examining the
masonry openings into the two storey gabled porch added to the front of
the house, which dates from this time, that the openings at ground and first
floor levels related to an earlier reworking of the frontage which must have
been symmetrical by that time. The frontage of the property had already
been reworked to produce a symmetrical, classical elevation of three bays
with the front door at the centre of the composition, and the alterations of
the mid-nineteenth century were simply a further reworking of the shell.
The door from an earlier period, still with its metal fanlight (assumed to be
around 1800-1820), has been repositioned within the front porch wall.
There can be little doubt that the addition of the porch with its canopied
hood was not just an architectural device to enliven the façade – it was to
provide a measure of protection to the front door from the elements. It
seems reasonable to assume that the larger part of the old tower would
have been dismantled by now, and that it would have been easier with
taking out the north wall to remove the east wall at the same time, given
the numbers of the openings and their positions within the wall. Working
from wall thicknesses and other evidence, there is nothing to suggest that
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large sections of these walls had been left. Fewer changes had been
achieved at the rear of the property, where it was possible to work within
the constraints of the existing shell in arriving at a reasonable layout for the
principal apartments, and circulation on all levels within the house. The
new frontage was crowned by plain, but elegant, pedimented dormers of
brown sandstone, which Carruthers was to reuse and reproduce when the
wallhead was raised.

Harled surfaces – a cementitious
slurry of the mid-nineteenth century
applied over an earlier ochrecoloured lime harl

Detail of Carruthers’s drawing of the
west elevation with pencil markings
of the previous configuration and for
changes still contemplated
© RCAHMS

Where some of the earliest walls have been exposed by the current works,
it is evident that earlier harled surfaces have been coated over with a thin
slurry of what appears, being grey in colour, to be a mortar of an early
natural cement composition, and which does not appear to have been
limewashed at any stage. The treatment was applied also to
chimneyheads judging by the evidence of the wall surface exposed in the
north attic room of the front section of the house. It is presumed that this
treatment may belong to the mid-nineteenth century alterations, and would
merit further examination through analysis of the constituents of the
mortar to throw light on its provenance. Another clue may lie in the fact
that, in the front section of the building, some of the floor joists appear to
be waney-edged, unlike other areas of the property. Yet another clue could
be offered by the evidence of timber dooks (or plugs) driven into the
internal surfaces of the external walls to support applied lath and plaster,
which may suggest older wall surfaces, whereas the later work relied upon
horizontal bond timbers built into the surface of the walls for the same
purpose. The use of bond timbers became common in higher quality work
from the late eighteenth century.
The drawings shown in the appendix, equating to around 1840, suggest
that a vertical tower of rooms had been added against the re-entrant of the
L-plan of the old house. This work is earlier, as noted above, on the basis
of the site evidence it seems more likely that it corresponded to when the
neo-Tudor embellishments were added to the fabric, as there is a risband
joint (vertical construction joint) at the junction of the south wall with the
rear of the front block, where fragments of the earlier lime harling appear,
and were the evidence of the smoke-blackening of the old harling can be
found. However, Carruthers’s drawings inform us that this block had been
of two storeys originally, which would appear to suggest that this may have
related more to when the extension of the building to the west was
executed, for which there is good evidence to suggest that this was late
eighteenth century work, as noted above. Once more, the evidence is
conflicting. A small bartizan had been added to the southwest corner of
the old tower, set behind this extension, to add to the effect on the
approach from the new gates from the west (which are assumed to belong
to this period), while on the opposite re-entrant facing northwest a further
turret, or bartizan, may have been introduced supported on corbelled out
masonry, capped with what appears to have been a conical roof. The
profile of this can just be discerned on the 1893 drawings.
The landscape framework in which the house was the focal setting had
been set by now, but elements of it may have existed previously. As befits
a small house, or farmhouse, in this location the designed landscape is not
extensive and is made to work with natural features of the landforms and
of the established woodland. The avenue leading in from the entrance
gates swings in to a carriage sweep corresponding to the principal
elevation facing east, with a secondary entrance to the rear of the house,
probably for servicing. The farm buildings to the south of the site on the
slightly higher ground would, no doubt, have incorporated stabling and a
carriage house. The most marked difference between the 1st and 2nd
Edition maps is to be found in the immediate surroundings to the house
and the way in which it relates to the tree belt encircling it. The symbols on
the 1st Edition map suggest that the trees were interspersed with shrubs,
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creating what must have been an attractive glade around the house, in
keeping with its picturesque qualities. If the addition to the west side of
the house in the eighteenth century was intended to focus the view towards
the entrance from the military road, and in the direction of the open view
through the policies towards the northwest, this was countered by the open
space created to the east front of the house. Before this the house would
have been more exposed to view, bearing in mind Anne McVicar Grant’s
words about how it dominated the ground, or ‘eminence’, upon which it
stood, and the prospect from it.

Detail of the 1st Edition OS map showing the policies surrounding the house © NLS

The surviving records are not always as helpful as they might be in
informing us as to who the tenants of the farmhouse had been throughout
the nineteenth century. No doubt, some of the confusion relates to the fact
that there was an isolated property on the same estate, of the same name,
and spelt the same, shown as a small collection of structures on the
heights above the farmhouse, approached from the military road on the 1st
Edition map. By the time of the 2nd Edition the name of this property had
changed to Knollbuck. Two names appearing consistently in the census
records are those of Alexander Fraser, grieve of the arable farm (born at
Kirkhill, near Inverness, in 1807), and Andrew Brown who had moved from
the Borders to take up the position of shepherd, and later farm manager
(born 1813) 46. The farm grieve appears not to have been a family relation
of his namesake, the banker, who was noted as residing at Cullachy Farm
in 1888 47, but this cannot be the principal house of the estate given the
degree to which this was given over to shooting parties by this time. As the
century progressed, the property was used in conjunction with the
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the development of the shooting lets, with the farming activities still
expanding, by now focused at the new mains farm built some time after
1876. Long before the property reverted to the Lovat Frasers, on ATF
Fraser’s death in 1884, the revenue potential from shooting lets had been
realised, but by then the estate had already contracted in size, with many
of the outlying properties having been acquired by the Lovats 48.
If sheep farming in the late eighteenth century had promised to offer
revenue for maintaining Highland estates, by the time that the next century
was well underway this had been eclipsed by the lure of game sports, which
became an increasingly lucrative market for proprietors of upland estates.
By the middle of the century sporting estates were being bought up by
investors from the south for this purpose, and would be sold on after a
short period when the promise of profit on the land transaction could be
guaranteed. As TC Smout has observed, when Boswell and Johnson
conducted their tour of the Highlands in 1773, while they could not claim
always to be the first visitors to the area, nonetheless they gave the
impression of being explorers in an unknown land 49. This impression had
faded by the time that the new monarch arrived in Scotland for the first
time in 1842, and she followed consciously an established trail of tourists,
in no small way inspired by the writings of Anne McVicar Grant, and others
more famous, and of the popular painters who had depicted the wild,
rugged mountain scenery, of which Horatio McCulloch was the best known
and admired. Before long, Victoria and Albert had begun work on the old
tower they had purchased at Balmoral and then, having fallen in love with
the place, they rebuilt it, adding extensively to their landholdings on
Deeside. The Queen’s diaries record many visits to the Highlands, and to
distant neighbours, and she informs us that Albert had passed through Fort
Augustus in the early 1840s, some thirty years before she herself passed
through on the Caledonian Canal, during which she recalled the lock at
‘Cullochy’ 50. This visit happened in September 1873.
By 1839 twenty eight deer forests had been established in Scotland, and
that number had increased to fifty four within the space of twenty years 51.
Communications were to improve further with the expansion of the railway
network, making the Highland more accessible to tourists, and before the
end of the nineteenth century the railhead of the West Highland Railway
had reached as far as Spean Bridge on its way to Fort William. The spur to
Fort Augustus, operated initially by the Invergarry and Fort Augustus
Railway, opened in 1903, passing close to the boundaries of Culachy as
the old military road had done once. The line closed to passengers in
1933, but stayed open for freight until 1947.
According to entries in country directories, the sporting lets were taken by
FT Rufford from the early 1860s 52, and there can be little doubt that the
house at Culachy was no longer fulfilling the role of farmhouse, and had
become a shooting lodge. By the mid-1870s Lieutenant-General James
Travers was occupying the lodge, and from the early 1880s the lets were
taken up exclusively by Martin Kenneth Angelo through the time when the
ownership of the Abertarff estate passed to the Lovat Frasers, from whom
Angelo purchased it in 1893. It is noted that between 1884 and 1888 the
house was let to Miss Catherine Fraser 53 – almost certainly this would
have been the daughter of the recently deceased ATF Fraser of Abertarff.

3.3 Investment: MK Angelo and the scheme of 1894
When not in Scotland, MK Angelo resided at Furze Hill, Brighton 54. He is
well known in dog breeding circles for his interest in the Irish wolfhound,
which began in 1890, and in which he played a crucial role in ensuring the
survival and development of the pedigree. His dogs were used for stag
coursing and to locate wounded deer at Culachy, and the animal yard to
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‘Nookoo’, one of MK Angelo’s Irish
deerhound from which he bred and
improved the pedigree

William Laidlaw Carruthers (18591914) was articled in 1876 to what
was, then, the largest Highland
architectural practice of Dr
Alexander Ross in Inverness. He
worked for a short while for the
Detail of the 2nd Edition OS map © NLS
practice of Ernest George and Harold
Peto in London and adopted that
the front of the steadings above the house was altered to accommodate
practice’s occasional preference for
their needs as kennels.
a neo-Tudor style. He returned to
Inverness in 1883, establishing an
office on Union Street. His work was With his knowledge of the property, and its failings, Angelo had a clear
varied, and covered much of the
vision of the improvements he wished to see carried out at Culachy, and
Highlands. From the earliest
lost no time in engaging the competent Highland architect, WL Carruthers
commissions he specialised in
working for estates, and carried out of Inverness, to guide him. He must have been an impatient client as the
a number of projects for shooting
building carries the date of 1894, and the architect’s drawings are dated
lodges. He worked regularly for the
from the previous year. It has to be an indication of the degree to which
Mackintosh family at Moy in
transportation had improved that the work could be undertaken so quickly.
Inverness-shire, and for the Cluny
Carruthers was comfortable in inheriting the neo-Tudor style when the
Macphersons. A new lodge at Glen
Spean preceded his work at Culachy. building was refashioned earlier in the century, which he then perpetuated,
He was highly regarded, and
being a style that he used often. Accordingly he reused many of the
demonstrated a sure hand when
features of the earlier work in a way that appears seamless, to the extent
working with ancient buildings, of
that it is difficult to establish what was completely new where the
which his restoration of the tower
house at Dalcross Castle (1896-7) is elevations of the earlier structure had been altered. It is of great benefit
seen as a model of its age. It has
that his practice’s drawings for Culachy survive – he was a consummate
been claimed that, at the turn of the
twentieth century he ‘gave Inverness draughtsman – but the drawings can be difficult to decipher as the pencil
markings convey not only the fabric that had existed previously, but also
the best array of suburban Arts and
Crafts villas in Scotland’ 55. Samuel possible changes to his own design, by lifting wallheads and roof heights.
Grant Alexander joined him in
partnership in 1901. Drawings from
However, this further reworking of the house is understood best perhaps by
Carruthers’s practice have been
assumed into the Scottish Architects looking at the changes to the designed landscape. The approach from the
Papers Project.
military road to the west was no longer made the principal entrance, and
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The view northwards from above the site of the house, seen in the middle distance

was probably relegated by now to providing access to the former farm
buildings and for deliveries to the rear of the lodge. The view from the west
was no longer considered of importance, and the outlook from the rooms
added in the eighteenth century was compromised by the appearance of a
range of single storey buildings on the lower ground, which were probably
game larders at one stage. The tree belt was removed from around the
house in its entirety, except for retaining those trees that would provide a
visual barrier to the old farm buildings, because to have retained them
around the house would have compromised the stunning views to the north
and northeast over the prominent abbey buildings that had sprung up
around the fort, and of the distant views of Loch Ness. As a consequence,
this leaves the house exposed, giving the impression that it is not rooted on
the site, even though this is how the house may have appeared in its first
incarnation, when it would have had the clear purpose of being seen from a
distance.

The carriage sweep to the front remained, although the principal drive had
been completely reworked so that the approach was now from the north,
with the house appearing in view only after driving the carriage round the
knoll with its stand of mature trees. It must be presumed that the
idiosyncratic rustic bridge was conceived at this period, to avoid the lowlying watercourse and road leading to the mains farm. The design, with its
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distinctive balustrade of long stones set on pillars pinned down by stone
blocks, is unprecedented, and it is possible that Carruthers would have had
a hand in its creation although the association does not appear to be
documented. Once the knoll has been rounded, the straight drive leading
to the frontage of the house, set obliquely in relation to it, is hugely
disappointing, lacking the subtlety of the earlier approach from the west,
and then turning towards the house downhill from the south where the view
would have been revealed and the setting of the house appreciated rather
better than it is now.

Culachy from the approach on the main driveway to the north

With the dual emphasis on the direct approach, and to capitalise on the
outstanding views, Carruthers reconfigured the house by adding a bay to
the previously symmetrical frontage, which gave the immediate advantage
of creating more impressive apartments on the ground and first floors,
shown as the drawing room and principal bedroom respectively. With the
natural fall of the ground he was able to introduce a full storey to the
lowest storey, where he added a loggia faced in ashlar, while the corners
were defined by projecting round towers of differing heights embellished
with the free use of baronial trappings of decorative string courses and
crenellations. His drawings had promised considerably more, and it is a
pity that the proposals had not been executed in their entirety. For the
new, imposing elevation from which commanding views of the landscape
could be enjoyed, the string courses would have been more elaborate with
banding introduced at the storey heights to both of the towers, providing an
improved sense of scale. The parapet to the northeast tower would have
had more pronounced corbelling through the introduction of more
machicolations, and was also to have had decorative small shotholes to
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WL Carruthers’s drawing of the principal elevations © RCAHMS

the face of the parapet to enliven the surfaces. These features were either
watered down, or omitted in the final scheme. The roofed tower at the
northwest corner was to have had a more energetic string course, more in
keeping with free interpretation of the baronial style advocated by Robert
Billings in his influential publications of the mid-century. The stringcourses,
extending across the face of the gable had they been introduced, would
have been more successful in uniting the elements of the elevation, and
the eye may not have picked up on the partial symmetry of the openings to
the lower storeys of the towers. The most delightful element of the
composition is the pedimented dormer breaking the line of the wallhead of
the northwest tower with its conical roof, carved confidently in an Arts and
Crafts style. The date within the pediment, 1894, is nigh impossible to
read from ground level, and perhaps the sculptor was aware of this when
he discovered there was insufficient space allowed for the last of the
numerals, which he slipped in just out of the vertical.
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For the main entrance frontage Carruthers seemed content to work with
the existing openings and features, reusing the elaborate wallhead
dormers. There is a remarkable unity in what he achieved by moving
windows around, and in carrying out the changes he sought to increase the
internal accommodation for the specific needs of shooting parties.
Bathrooms and hot water were required in abundance, together with
generous rooms in which the parties would congregate for taking meals
together, and relaxing in company at the end of the day’s exertions.
Wherever he could, and at reasonable cost, he squeezed an additional
storey out of the plan, and at the heart of the building where the wings met
he inserted a grand top-lit staircase serving all of the floors. For the
additional accommodation – there were fourteen bedrooms in total, with
further bedrooms for domestic staff in the upper attic – he had to introduce
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a stack of bathrooms at the southwest corner of the plan. In time it looks
as though the plan changed through the need to maximise on the bedroom
space, and the clarity of the solution he proposed initially, of an additional
gable to the south elevation, became somewhat confused by building over
the re-entrant. It led to an unresolved wide gable to the west, where the
slight setback in the wall (corresponding on the plans to the thickness of
the crowsteps of the main gable), resulted in the upper part of the gable
having to be corbelled out somewhat unconvincingly on brackets, or
corbels. The resulting effect is a restless one, and the decision to cover the
whole of the west wing with a single, relatively low-pitched roof compared
with the twin gables proposed on the drawings, when compared with the
steepness of the pitch to the front section of the house is less than
satisfactory. The unhappy recess so formed on the south elevation has
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been overcome in the most recent alterations by moving the wall outwards
to be flush with the adjoining wall planes. The drawings indicate that the
architect had plans for introducing a grander staircase with swept
balustrades leading to the front door, replacing the earlier one which, with
its straight sides, remains in position. We do not know if the client
interfered with the designs of the architect, whether the changes occurred
while the works were progressing on site or, indeed, if it was a question of
the budget having been exceeded given that so much else was going on
across the estate at the same time.

SW corner, prior to reharling and
filling in the recess © RCAHMS

The crowsteps from the former house were reused freely; some of them
may well have belonged to earlier incarnations of the house as the face
size and overlap with the adjacent stones varies. In some cases the
overlap is generous, resulting in a third of the stone appearing on the
exposed surface. Here, unusually, there is no undercut line as a harling
stop corresponding to the roof pitch, a further indication of the fact that the
stones have been reused. The arched openings and surrounding masonry
of the loggia are of a carefully selected, fine-rubbed pink sandstone ashlar,
but elsewhere Carruthers seemed content to replicate the striated, brindled
sandstone of brown and grey of the earlier work, used to good effect on the
surround to the front door and porch canopy. Where he had a freer hand,
for instance, at the new north end to the drawing room wing, he introduced
subtleties that can be easily missed. Acknowledging the late nineteenth
century predilection towards window sashes of different sizes, in essence a
result of the freedom that followed the introduction of large panes of plate
glass in which visually the two equal sashes do not look resolved without
subdivision of the panes, there is a very slight change in the pane sizes
of the windows. The panes to the upper sashes are shorter by roughly one
inch (25-30mm) when compared with the lower ones. The earlier, very fine
astragal (window moulding) pattern, confirming a date of around 1830-50,
was replicated for all of the windows of the house, and so it becomes
impossible to determine precisely which of the windows may have been
reused from the earlier work, or those remaining in the original locations.
Much of the earlier historic glass remains, identifiable by the imperfections
in the surface and in the make-up of the glass. There is absolute
consistency in the ironmongery patterns, except where windows may have
been replaced in recent times. Just as there is little evidence of the reuse
of old timbers in the intermediate floor construction, so the roof provides
no evidence other than the fact that it must have been replaced in its
entirety in 1894.
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Internally, the style of decoration had been restrained, as befitted a
shooting lodge rather than a principal residence in which the traditional
wealth (or indeed, new wealth, given the influx of the middle classes) and
good taste of a family might have been displayed. Once more there is the
evidence of the property having been given a complete makeover. The fivepanelled doors, fireplaces, skirting details, plaster cornicing, and the castiron fireplaces and their surrounds, all tend towards the orthodox for the
time. Even the drawing room fireplace, although a grand piece, is Adam
revival rather than something more ambitious, given the known Arts and
Crafts abilities of the designer, as indeed the drawings had promised.
Among the few areas where the details are distinctive are the complex
patterns of the glazed doors to the porch (repeated at the room above, to a
different pattern) and in the robust detailing of the stair. Windows with
shutters retained from the earlier work are rare, and for the principal
apartments, Carruthers was content with plain plaster reveals with staff
beads, avoiding the need for architraves. From the surviving plastered
surfaces of the drawing room it might be assumed that the surfaces were
given a simple treatment of coloured distemper. Whereas in most houses
of this age there is a marked hierarchy from the principal apartments to the
more lowly spaces, the changes are much less obvious here.
As for the exterior, the aspirations for the house manifested in Carruthers’s
drawings were not fully realised. The drawing room was meant to have had
a more imposing fireplace with a carved overmantel panel, and a dado
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panel was intended to be introduced to this room and the dining room. At
first sight it might appear that the dining room is insufficiently generous to
support the numbers of guests, but the intention had been to insert a
folding door across the opening into the adjacent smoking room. Curiously
there has been no allowance made for a billiards room, always a popular
feature of Highland shooting lodges, but some pleasure may have been
gained from retiring to the photographic dark room, occupying the small
space above the entrance porch – a further indication of progressive
thinking, if such were needed.

Glazed doors to the stairwell

Living room, looking north

The least despoiled areas of the house, and in many respects the most
evocative of past uses, are the spaces behind the loggia of the north
elevation. The gunroom would have been accommodated here, and it
would have been a place where guests would have assembled in
preparation for the day’s activities, or at the end of them, from where they
could enjoy under cover (if the weather happened to be inclement, as on
many occasions it would have been), the best of the views of the Great
Glen. No doubt as they did so, drinks would have been served. Many of
the fitments remain – hinged table flaps, swivelling brackets for bridles and
harnesses, simple wooden coat hooks and flexible ladder shelving for all
manner of sporting paraphernalia, boots and outdoor clothing. The wall
surfaces are lined in varnished vertical boards of generous face width, with
subtle curved cover beads, a detail repeated in the entrance lobby where
the panelling had been painted. Even the doors are given this treatment to
maintain the consistency of appearance. In comparison, much of the
finishing of the rest of the interior of the house seems anodyne, and
understated. Curiously, these intentions for the use of the loggia are not
shown on the surviving drawings.

The loggia at the north elevation

If any overall assessment is to be made of Carruthers’s work at Culachy, it
must be that it delivers rather less than his drawings promised, and that it
cannot be regarded among the best projects of which he was undoubtedly
capable. Externally the house, now more exposed to view than it had been
before, has a certain restlessness, and lack of repose. In this instance it is
doubtful that the architect had improved upon what must have appeared
before as a well-balanced, striking small house, and a competent essay in
the neo-Tudor style. The change of mind that must have accompanied the
inclusion of the bathroom tower to the rear of the building destroyed the
balance and good proportions of the narrow gabled west elevation of the
house, and left a strange void on the south elevation which is difficult to
comprehend. More importantly, the balance of the principal elevation was
disturbed by the addition of the bay, and round towers by which the house
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was reordered to face north and take full advantage of the view. The
transition in plan, and in three-dimensions, between the main extended
wing and the drum-towered front is lumpish, and unconvincingly handled.
Arguably, the principal merit of the architect’s work at Culachy has been the
seamless way in which he absorbed the architectural components of the
previous scheme, and weaved them, almost imperceptibly, into a new
composition. However, the work does have a particular merit, in restoring
the concept of a freestanding tower as a landmark in the wider landscape.

The systematic modernisation of the house was matched by improvements
to the infrastructure of the estate. With the exception of the insertion of the
principal drive, the erection of the bridge over the mains farm road, and the
removal of the tree belt around the house to make it more prominent from
the north, few changes seem to have been made, otherwise, to the
designed landscape. There had been, presumably, an acceptance of the
degree to which this represented a blend of contrived features and the wild
picturesque character of the river valley which had been admired so much
in the past. Well above the waterfall on the Connachie Burn, alongside the
old farm of Culachy and just below the ford for the military road, a new dam
was formed for the generation of electricity, a measure of indicating how
the estate was progressive, keeping up with the latest inventions. It was
certainly one of the earliest examples of a hydro-powered generating
system for a private property in the Highlands. The dam wall survived until
it collapsed in extreme rainfall in January 1993 56. Closer to the house,
just above the driveway leading in from the west, a small burn was
dammed to create a decorative pond and, probably to make this more
prominent when viewed from the house, the inner line of trees to the west
driveway was removed. The attractive burns running across the site and
close to the house, an integral part of the previous garden scheme, were
either diverted or run underground. Some planting of specimen trees may
have been undertaken at this time to the banks of the hillside behind the
farm buildings, but these are relatively few in number.
A network of tracks was developed across the estate to facilitate access to
the higher ground for deer coursing and to connect with the farm tracks
through the woodland of the Torran Daraich adjoining the public road at
Ardochy. It is likely, too, that the upper part of the walled garden to the rear
of the house had been established from the mid-nineteenth century, as it
appears as an orchard, if not actually a garden on the 1st Edition map,
whereas the lower enclosure appears as a sheep fold. On the 2nd Edition
map it would seem that the lower enclosures were dedicated to kennelling
for the deerhounds.
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Angelo completed the last stage of the transformation of Culachy to what is
seen today. As with the preceding improvements to the house, there was
no sense of preserving what fragments remained of the ancient house on
the site. With the pattern of constantly changing ownership and tenancies,
the complete break with celebration of ancient feudal power that permitted
other structures to survive in continuing residential use was absent here,
and so the outcome is not altogether a surprising one. A comparison with
what Carruthers achieved under different circumstances at Dalcross, where
so much historic fabric survived, is an interesting prospect.
Angelo’s enjoyment of Culachy, for the scale of his investment in it, was
relatively shortlived. He died in 1912, aged 75 and, four years later in the
depths of the Great War, the celebrated pack of deerhounds had to be
dispersed 57.
Detail of the policies surrounding the
house from the 2nd Edition OS map
© NLS

Outbuildings to the rear of the house
before and after improvement

3.4 Culachy to the present
The connection with the Angelo family was to be maintained in the years
after World War I. After MK Angelo died, Mrs Angelo had remarried, and
was listed as the owner in the valuation roll entry for 1918-19, as Mrs Mary
C Beckett 58. Her husband was Brigadier-General Charles Beckett, who
died in 1925 59, and it seems that Mrs Beckett retained ownership until her
death in 1955. At this time the property was sold to Mrs Dorothy Usher 60,
the second wife of Neil Usher who had served at one time in the King’s
Own Scottish Borderers, and at one time had signed his name as ‘Usher of
Culachy’. Mrs Beckett had taken on the farm management of the estate in
addition to the shooting lets, and no longer were these segregated under
differing tenancies.
The property sale brochure of 1955 suggests that the layout of the house
was very little changed from the alterations of 1894. The electricity supply
was still delivered by the private water-powered system, and continued to
serve the farm and the other outbuildings. The walled enclosure to the rear
of the house had by now developed into a garden and a rock garden. The
particulars laid the strange claim that the old home of the MacDonells was
embedded within the structure of the gardener’s house, most probably the
transposition of a local oral tradition in which the true facts lay elsewhere.
What is more plausible is that the old farm buildings date back to the time
of Allan MacDonell of Culachy.
The old farm buildings appeared to have been converted to garaging for
motor vehicles, but otherwise the account confirms that the curved range
of buildings had housed the stables serving Culachy House. The deer and
game larders may have been located here, while a further larder was
accommodated within the block on the lower ground to the west of the
house, which provided space for a coal shed and an external WC
compartment 61. The Ushers had clear intentions for improving the estate,
and considered also plans for improving the house. Their architect was the
leading Scottish conservation practice at that time, Ian G Lindsay and
Partners.
The Ushers’ ownership was relatively shortlived. Culachy was sold in 1964
to Lewis Biggs, who acquired it for his son, Lewis Ian Blyth Biggs 62. The
property remained in the family’s possession until 2001, when it was
acquired by the present owners.
By all accounts it would seem that the property had suffered from a
progressive lack of investment, a problem faced by many Highland estates
in the postwar years. The immediate surroundings to the house appeared
to be particularly degraded. The gates leading off the old military road had
been boarded up to deter access. There had been extensive damage to
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the roof timbers from water penetration, and the cement harled treatment
of the external walls, which were painted white, had caused numerous
problems with dampness being harboured within the masonry. Shortly
after acquisition plans were drawn up for altering the internal layout
of the property to render it more manageable, for which most of the
structural work has now been undertaken internally. Externally, extensive
work has been carried out on the external fabric, of which the most
noticeable change has been the application of lime harling to the external
walls, finished in a pink limewash. The roofs and rainwater goods have
been overhauled, and windows repaired. The void at the south elevation
has been filled in, reusing the existing windows and their surrounds, while
the blank windows to either side of the window at the elevated ground floor
of the west gable have been opened up.

Front of the property in 2001 (GLM)

Seeking to review the scope of the alterations work on the alterations of
the interior have been halted, since when the old farm steadings and
former gardener’s cottage have been converted to a high standard for
holiday accommodation, and the work has been executed with imagination
and sensitivity. Further consideration is being given to the long term plans
for the house and its setting, and these proposals are described and
addressed in the heritage impact assessment in Sections 5 and 6.

The farm buildings and Gardener’s Cottage after refurbishment
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4 Statements of Significance
4.1 Preamble
The subject of this heritage impact assessment is manifested in a structure
of considerable complexity, for which, and for the purposes of this section,
an over-simplified approach to its classification may not be appropriate.
For instance, all of the items listed in this section cannot be deemed to be
of equal significance, and an established methodology is used here similar
to that advocated by James Semple Kerr in his pioneering work of 1982 63
in using a hierarchical system of evaluation. Accordingly the classifications
of I, II and III are used, equivalent to his definitions of exceptional,
considerable, and some significance respectively. His fourth category, of
little significance, is not used here.
The hierarchical system selected assumes that the categories of
significance relate to a wider model of establishing relative values, which
brings into focus the considerations of what may constitute international,
national (and international), regional or local significance.
The Burra Charter 64 requires assessments to be made of various values of
significance in topical groupings, defined as Aesthetic, Historic, Scientific
and Social. While not isolating these specifically as categories, where
appropriate they have been assumed into the following statements.
Accordingly, Culachy House, within its setting, and in its current state of
alteration, is considered to be of significance for the following reasons.

4.2

Statements of Significance
Historical/sociological/literary associations

SS01

SS02

SS03

The site may have historic associations with the important
burial ground at Cill Chuimin, less than a mile distant on
the falling ground to the north, at which a medieval kirk is
shown on Timothy Pont’s map of the late sixteenth century

II

It occupies a strategic position on elevated ground in
relation to the head of Loch Ness, the river crossings of the
Tarff (running through the estate) and the Oich, and to the
ancient track over the mountain pass to the south which
passes through Culachy Forest at its head; that there has
been a residence on this site since the sixteenth century is
authenticated by its representation on Timothy Pont’s map

I

Pont’s map reveals that Culachy had not been isolated, and
that it was one of a number of properties located on the
Great Glen between Loch Ness and Glengarry; this suggests
that it may have been a defensive structure initially,
contributing to a strategic power base for one, or more, of
the clans controlling the area and the historically important
military and trade route between east and west
I
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SS04

SS05

SS06

SS07

SS08

SS09

SS10

Initially the land would have been associated with Clan
Fraser which had owned all of the territory within the
boundaries of the Boleskine and Abertarff parish within
which the property falls; the modest townhouse erected by
the Lovat Frasers in 1593 in Inverness – which still stands
– is named Abertarff House after this part of their old
estate; accordingly there may have been some similarities
between what existed once at Culachy and this property

I

Later, the lands of Culachy came into the possession of the
MacDonells of Glengarry who dominated the area after the
seventeenth century; in the eighteenth century it appears
to have been a farm with a tacksman occupying the
principal house, by then a farmhouse

I

In the aftermath of the Jacobite Rising of 1715, this
strategic importance was recognised by a report prepared
for the Crown by General Wade, which led to his
appointment as Commander-in-Chief in Scotland,
whereupon he strengthened the forts along the Great Glen
leading to the rebuilding of the barracks at Fort Augustus,
and laid down military roads to control troop and supply
movements; the junction of two of these roads is adjacent
to Culachy, giving the property particular significance, and
recognition by those using the route south over the
Corrieyairack Pass which skirts the west boundary of the
property, which had been, and remained, one of the
principal drove roads to the trysts in the south

I

The estate became embroiled in the events of the ’45
Rising due to the strong allegiance of Glengarry to the
Jacobite cause; in the aftermath of the Battle of Culloden it
was occupied for a short time by the family of its wadsetter,
MacDonell of Lochgarry, and then, later, by one of
Glengarry’s tacksmen, Allan MacDonell of Collachie, an
officer in the Jacobite army

I

That the property had been tainted by support for the
Jacobite cause, and that it was located strategically in
relation to the Wade’s military road and to the barracks at
Fort Augustus, was sufficient to ensure that the property
would be laid waste by the Hanoverian troops on their
offensive throughout the clan lands in the aftermath of
Culloden

I

MacDonell of Collachie’s occupation of the property was
important in a number of respects – firstly, for the fact that
he petitioned successfully to have restored several farm
buildings and construct new ones, which would have
resulted in the old house being reconstructed and
absorbed into a new shell, and

I

Secondly, for having instigated what was probably the first
of the mass emigrations from Glengarry’s land
accompanied by two of his brothers living at adjoining
properties, other relatives, and an estimated 400
Highlanders to Canada; a mass emigration on this scale
reflected early changes in the land management of
Highland estates after Culloden and is a notable example
of land clearance for sheep farming; and for the fact that
he, and his successors, were to establish themselves as
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prominent citizens in Canada where the family title was
perpetuated

I

SS11

It is believed that the property had been occupied by the
baronet Sir John Macpherson, at one time acting GovernorGeneral of India in the mid-1780s, giving the property
considerable significance; although his career had been a
chequered one he is regarded as one of the most important
members of the clan in its history and, given the
accumulated wealth from his exploits, it is highly likely that
he would have invested in the property even though he did
not own it
I

SS12

Macpherson’s period of occupation is of further importance
due to the friendship that had grown up between his sister,
Christina, and Anne McVicar, later Mrs Grant of Laggan;
although she had been born in Scotland she was a
regarded as a dispossessed American heiress whose
arduous life is commemorated through her poems and
hugely popular writings and this association gives the
property international significance

I

Anne McVicar, who was daughter of the barrack-master at
Fort Augustus, immortalised Culachy through her
recollections of the property in her published letters to
friends in which she describes the farmhouse and the
beauty of its setting in the 1770s shortly after the
MacDonells had departed

I

SS13

SS14

During the time of the Macpherson tenancy, the property
had been owned by William Hall of Whitehall, who had
taken over the Abertarff Estate and, hailing from the
Scottish Borders his interest may have been aroused by
sheep farming; he was party to a long running dispute with
the tacksman, Hugh Macpherson of Ovie, over meliorations
to be payable for improvements made to the farm, at a time
when the property was bought back by the Lovat Frasers
after a interval of almost a century, of which the legal
papers provide a fascinating insight into other
improvements carried out to the farm in the 1770s
II

SS15

The old farm buildings take on a particular significance in
the context of agricultural improvement and, in particular,
the introduction of sheep farming to the upland areas;
throughout the nineteenth century, when the property had
been returned to the Frasers, the property continued in use
primarily as the farmhouse

III

SS16

With the property reverting in the late eighteenth century to
the Frasers of Lovat, a further significant association with a
family closely associated with the Jacobite rebellions arose
and, once more this gives the property international
significance; in the early years of the nineteenth century the
property became tainted by the problems of the accession
to the Lovat title, as the natural line had died out, when
Culachy was inherited by a favoured illegitimate son, who
assumed the name of Fraser of Abertarff
I

SS17

The property became the focus of a protracted lifetime feud
between the heir to the Lovat estates and Abertarff, which
almost ruined the latter, and may have led to a lack of
I
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investment in the estate by the proprietor over the period
up to the death of his principal protagonist in 1875
SS18

During the nineteenth century Culachy was run as a
profitable sheep farm, for which the tenant was the
prominent Inverness citizen, the banker Alexander Fraser,
one time Provost of Inverness

II

SS19

The estate followed the pattern of many Highland estates in
the nineteenth century and, with the increasing popularity
of tourism and improved communications, sheep farming
gave way to the increased revenues from sporting lets; the
farmhouse came to be used as a shooting lodge, and the
farm buildings adapted to stabling and kennelling after the
new mains farm was established, probably in the 1880s
II

SS20

After Fraser of Abertarff’s death, with the estate reverting to
the Lovat Frasers, the property was sold eventually to MK
Angelo, who had for some years rented the sporting lets; in
some respects he represented the ‘new money’ brought
into the Highlands by wealthy English investors
II

SS21

Angelo was well known in dog breeding circles for his
interest in reviving the Irish wolfhound, which was used for
deer coursing at Culachy, until the pack was dispersed after
his death
II

SS22

With the ‘new money’ he brought into the estate, he was
able to demonstrate a progressive approach to improving
and managing the estate, with the introduction of a private
hydro-electric scheme that continued to generate power
until after the mid-twentieth century, and extensive
improvements to tracks and the refurbishment of the lodge
to provide modern services

II

Archaeological
SS23

SS24

SS25
Fragments of old harling and
plasterwork, and evidence of the
original position of the front door
frame in the lobby

SS26

SS27

As the present house incorporates the remains of the
former tower house on the site, it must be considered to be
of high archaeological significance

II

The archaeology of the site is likely to extend beyond the
immediate walls of the house and may encompass former
barmkin (defensive enclosure) walls, and evidence of
former kitchen gardens, wells, courtyard, paved surfaces
and drains and so forth, associated with structures of this
time

II

The evidence of old harled surfaces within the fabric is of
some significance and provides an insight into the
appearance of the house in the past

III

The evidence of the historic fabric of the house provides an
opportunity for arriving at an understanding of its complex
history, and of the phasing of the principal alterations

II

The evidence of reused beams spanning large openings in
the work of 1894 is of some importance, as is the evidence
of charred beam ends in one of the locations suggesting
that there the property may have been burnt at one stage
in its past; this evidence is reinforced by the remnants of
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smoke-blackened harling surviving between walls believed
to be of the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries respectively
and this is rare evidence of an important event in the
history of the property which merits preservation

II

Aesthetic/architectural qualities
SS28

SS29

SS30

SS31

SS32

Although the remnants of the former tower house have
been largely subsumed into the present fabric, it is still
possible to arrive at an understanding of its original form,
and how it would have dominated the site upon which it
must have stood in the sixteenth century

II

The reconstruction of the property, understood to have
been carried out in stages in the eighteenth century from
the 1760s onwards, although carried out in an
unsophisticated way, is of particular significance in
reflecting an important period of the history of the house
and of successive tenancies, documented through the
writings of Anne McVicar, and of the families residing at
Culachy towards the end of the eighteenth century

II

Relating to this period the external door and surviving
ironmongery at the base of the north gable is of some
significance, as is the front door and metal fanlight, which
may date from a slightly later period but is a relatively
unusual feature for a house in this remote location in the
Highlands

III

The house standing before Angelo began his changes must
have been a sophisticated essay in the domestic neo-Tudor
style, and when the house was extensively modernised in
the mid-nineteenth century when still in use as the
farmhouse; although the architect, and patron of this work
can only be surmised at it must have been an imposing
example of this popular architectural style at the time of its
completion

II

Surviving early glass from the windows of the midnineteenth century alterations are of interest, and merit
protection and preservation

III

SS33

The radical alterations and extensions carried out by the
Inverness architect, WL Carruthers, for MK Angelo to the
shell of the house are extraordinary to the extent that the
earlier style of the mid-century alterations has been carried
through consistently into the new work; they are such that it
is difficult now to distinguish between the two periods of
the work
II

SS34

The surviving drawings of the property from the architect’s
office, held at the National Monuments Record, are a
valuable resource in providing information on what may
have existed before the 1894 scheme was embarked upon,
and on embellishments to the fabric that were not carried
out; the drawings are of a very high standard of
draughtsmanship of which Carruthers’s office was capable II

SS35

While the final scheme as executed was not of the highest
calibre of the work produced by this architect’s office, it is
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nonetheless competently handled, and is a good example
of a Highland sporting lodge of this era
SS36

Some of the details are carried out in an Arts and Craft style
and are well handled – the carved dormer to the northwest
round tower, and the glazed doors to the entrance lobby
and former dark room at first floor are imaginative in detail
and well executed
II

SS37

Of particular significance for its authenticity, and originality,
is the fitting out of the spaces behind the loggia; the board
treatment and matching treatment to the doors is
important, and the fitments of drop-leaf tables, ladder
shelving, swivelling brackets for harnesses are evocative
reminders of past activities and of the enjoyment of the
property during its heyday

II

The cast iron fireplaces and surrounds, five panelled doors,
cornices, skirtings and other features, while orthodox for
the time, provide consistent period detail to the interior of
the property

III

Carruthers’s lasting achievement has been to recreate, if
unwittingly perhaps, the appearance of the original house
on the site especially when viewed from a distance from
the north or northwest – it is undeniably a gaunt structure,
which gives the house a presence in relation in keeping
with the ruggedness of its surroundings (see also SS42)

II

In the latter part of the twentieth century the leading
practice in conservation work in Scotland, Ian G Lindsay &
Partners were engaged to carry out improvements to the
estate infrastructure; alterations to Culachy House appear
to have been minor

III

SS38

SS39

SS40

Landscape/setting
SS41

SS42

SS43

The natural setting of the house, and the prospect from the
elevated position it occupies, have been the subject of
admiration; in particular, it was commemorated in the late
eighteenth century in a popular literary source, reflecting a
burgeoning romantic interest in the picturesque, rugged
scenery of the Highlands which was to be realised fully in
the nineteenth century

I

The house is the focal point of the designed landscape
surrounding it, dominating the wider setting and it is a
highly visible element within the wider landscape, intended
to be visible from the main road (and the former railway
line) through the Great Glen; equally it has been laid out to
encourage views in a northerly direction from the house

II

The framework of the designed landscape, while not
extensive, is well integrated with the established natural
woodlands following the course of the river bed, and
appearing on the lower slopes below the house; around the
house itself the maturity of the trees confirm the age of the
planting, which had at one stage encircled the house

II
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SS44

SS45

SS46

SS47

The knoll, or roundel, planted with trees is an important
element of the designed landscape, framing the views from
the principal apartments of the house

II

The entrance gates and avenue defining the former
principal entrance from the military road are important
historic elements of the landscape, reinforced by the
addition of the decorative pond

II

The walled garden, although a fairly new addition to the
landscape framework, has reached a maturity, and is of
artistic value

II

Although no longer used, the rustic stone bridge on the
principal driveway, where the drive passes over the road to
the mains farm, is an imaginative and unusual feature and
is, therefore, of considerable aesthetic and constructional
importance

I
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5 Proposals for change

For the purposes of preparing this heritage impact assessment it is
understood that the proposals for Culachy House are still evolving, and that
they will take into account the recommendations made within this
document. Accordingly it is not considered appropriate to provide here a
definitive list of drawings prepared to date showing how the scheme might
develop beyond the proposals for those improvements already carried out
to the property, for which the necessary statutory approvals were obtained
in 2002.
Prior to when approval to these changes had been sought, the layout of the
shooting lodge was awkward, a legacy of the changes made to the property
in the alterations of 1893-4, with minor modifications having been carried
out during the twentieth century. While circulation had been much
improved with Carruthers’s proposals with the introduction of the open stair
well at the heart of the plan, this had been at the expense of the rooms,
which had retained the earlier cellular arrangements fixed by the historic
plan forms. Corridors to the west wing were long and tortuous. The dining
room, while well positioned in relation to the drawing room, and entered
from the main hall, was divorced from the kitchen which had been brought
up from the depths of the lower basement, and placed diagonally opposite
on the plan. Beyond the kitchen the sitting room had been located to take
advantage of the views to the west at the same level. The study was
interspersed among the bedrooms at first floor. In the attic floor, although
this had been approached by a stair at the end of the west wing, the
headroom was restricted due to the relatively low pitch of the roof, and had
been dedicated originally to servants’ accommodation. There was, in
addition, the strangely unresolved feature of the recess in the south
elevation.
The plans prepared in 2002 resolved a number of these issues, and
reconfigured the interior of the property to give the potential for improved
circulation and modern services without the wholesale destruction of the
historic room layouts within the property. It was intended that the house
would provide the principal accommodation for the owners of the estate,
their family, and limited accommodation for house guests, with the
potential to house other guests within the converted accommodation within
the gardener’s cottage and the former steadings and stables, all of which
have been fitted up for this purpose. The works carried out to the exterior
of the property improved the general appearance, and resolved the
problem of the recess and side entrance.
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The challenge posed by the layout of the property, which has been a
historic one, is how to accommodate a comfortable dining room to suit the
number of occupants of the house and invited guests who, for instance,
may be staying in the ancillary accommodation. The intention of using the
former sitting room at ground floor, to the rear of the property, has been
thwarted by the restricted space available, which could not be improved
upon without destroying what are believed to be the ancient walls of the
original house on the site, which would not be desirable. Space is required
also for family leisure facilities associated with the private use of the
house.
In addition to resolving the planning of a suitable dining room the owners
which to introduce private leisure facilities, which would comprise a large
swimming pool, sauna/steam room, fitness area and a home cinema.
There are no requirements for garaging motor vehicles on, or near the site,
as these will be housed in remote premises on the estate.
The alterations carried out to the former farm buildings, and the
improvements undertaken already to the mansion house, represent a
considerable investment in the estate. The alterations that are proposed at
the present for the mansion house reflect the long term aim of the owners
of the property to use Culachy as their permanent residence.
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6 Heritage Impact Assessment
6.1 Introduction
This section should be read in conjunction with the Heritage Impact
Assessment Table set out in Appendix 1, where the detailed logic is set out
in relation to relevant issues relating to the proposed adaptation of the
property.

6.2 Summary of significance
While a summary of the significance of Culachy is set out succinctly in the
Preamble, Section 1, it may be useful to set down some of the matters to
be addressed in any proposals for the alteration, adaptation or extension of
the property.
Although it may be stated that Culachy is significant as much for its
historical as its architectural importance, this cannot be construed as
meaning that the latter quality is somehow diminished. There are good
grounds for arguing that WL Carruthers, in accepting the brief to extend the
property in 1893, failed to enhance what he must have found an inspired
essay in the neo-Tudor style. The property on the whole disappoints – the
exterior is derivative of the earlier inherited work, adds little of distinction
and, having a restless quality, is consequently unresolved. But for some
delightful touches, the interior is unrelentingly plain. If these are negative
qualities, they cannot be taken to imply that the property has little, or no
significance.

It has to be accepted that Carruthers has restored something of what the
original house on the site must have assumed in dominating the
surrounding, rugged landscape as a landmark, which he achieved by
stripping out the landscaped belt surrounding the house leaving it exposed
to view, and for the purpose of taking advantage of the stunning views to
be had from the principal rooms, for which he reconfigured the house. The
sporting lodge fulfils the expectations of a new breed of tourists, enjoying
the rugged terrain of the Highlands for their outdoor leisure pursuits, in
effect overtaking any desire that may have existed previously for protecting
the property from the worst of the weather and prevailing winds. Given that
the previous landscape was created to enclose a douce, modest house (it
was always referred to as a farmhouse until the alterations of 1893-4) it
may be inappropriate now to return it to this earlier, known form. The
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impression given of a freestanding structure set within a landscape of this
quality creates a strong, lasting image.
If nothing else, the property reveals the degree to which the fabric of earlier
dwellings on the site have been incorporated into the present layouts,
imposing constraints on future adaptation and use.

6.3 Guiding principles
Historic environment protection legislation acknowledges the importance of
ensuring that listed buildings continue in viable uses, and the legislation is
as much concerned with the management of essential change as the need
for preservation. The following extract from the Memorandum of Guidance
reaffirms this principle
The best use for a historic building is usually the use for which it was designed and wherever
possible this original use, particularly if it is a residential or ecclesiastical use, should
continue. 65

The same document also lays down guidance for local authorities in
considering applications to extend listed structures, contained in the
following extracts
An addition or extension should always play a subordinate role. It should never dominate the
original building as a result of its scale, detailing, materials or location, and should never be
attached to, or in any way overlay, principal elevations. Where an extension must be built
adjacent to a principal elevation the new work should generally be lower than, and set back
some distance behind, the existing façade. …….. Whilst the ability of each site to
accommodate new work must be carefully assessed, a proposal which is modestly scaled,
skilfully sited not to affect the overall composition and built to complement the materials and
detailing of the original property may well be acceptable. 66
In some circumstances quite substantial additions can be made to a building without
detracting from the character of the original work. In others they will cause an unacceptable
imbalance in the design or result in a straggling composition. If this is the case, a well
designed modern structure may be better as it will not read as part of the original building and
may not affect its appearance so radically. Skilful landscaping can do much to minimise the
visual impact of major new work but must never be used in place of good building design. 67

The Memorandum of Guidance from which these extracts have been taken
was published in 1998, and at around this time there was a general
acknowledgement in Britain of the relevance of the Burra Charter to
determining how to evaluate the cultural significance of a place or heritage
site, and how to preserve that significance in the management of change.
The presentation of the documentation forming the earlier parts of this
document, equating to the principal sections of a stand-alone conservation
plan, follows the guidance laid down in this document. The principles set
down in the Burra Charter are regarded as the standards by which
proposals may be judged at public inquiries relating to applications
affecting the fabric, or setting of, scheduled ancient monuments or listed
buildings. Similar principles are enshrined in Historic Scotland’s Stirling
Charter 68 but the Burra Charter would be regarded generally as being the
primary document due to its international acceptance and wide use.
Importantly, Article 3 of the Burra Charter prescribes the following principle
in recommending that a cautious approach should be adopted
3.1

Conservation is based on a respect for the existing fabric, use, associations and
meanings. It requires a cautious approach of changing as much as is necessary but
as little as possible.

3.2

Changes to a place should not distort the physical or other evidence it provides it
provides, nor be based on conjecture. 69

The value of new work, and the possibility of new work enhancing a historic
building, and its setting, is recognised in Article 22
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22.1

New work such as additions to the place may be acceptable where it does not distort
or obscure the cultural significance of the place, or detract from its interpretation and
appreciation.

22.2

New work should be readily identifiable as such.

70

To the foregoing the following might be applied. The author has used this
phrase, adapted as appropriate to the particular project in question, as a
key conservation policy for inclusion in the text of conservation plans where
new work of any significance may be envisaged
New work of intervention to the fabric of the property, or in the provision of enabling
development that secures its future use and preserves and enhances its setting, should be of
the highest standards of design, and should have minimal impact on the historic environment.
New work should not be confused with old, nor should seek to replicate it. Historical pastiche
should be avoided. It is recognised that contemporary design solutions may not be suitable in
all cases, and the particular skill of the designer will be in achieving the quality of
timelessness for new work in the context of the foregoing.

The above matters form the basis of the evaluation of the heritage impact
assessment in the Table 1 of Appendix 1.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Table 1 – Heritage Impact Assessment
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Table 1 Heritage Impact Assessment
Issue

References from Conservation Plan

Potential Risk/Impact/Opportunities

Mitigation/Action

Risk of damage to fabric attributed to 16th
century (or earlier) from design, or proposed
alterations

Ensure in planning the internal spaces and
circulation that the earliest fabric identified
at the lowest levels of the house is not
interfered with and is preserved without
change

Risk of Inadvertent damage during
construction work to fabric of ditto

Prepare an archaeological project brief and
method statement for working by
contractors

Risk of damage to hidden archaeology from
construction work

Carry out a watching brief based on the
archaeological project brief for the project

Opportunity of increased knowledge of the
early history of the building and phasing

Record standing archaeology in accordance
with an archaeological project brief; consider
commissioning dendrochronological dating
of selected reused bulk timber

Risk of loss of evidence of the property having
been burnt in 1746

Protect and preserve elements identified in
the conservation plan related to the burning
of the property, in terms of smokeblackening of harling, and burnt ends of
beams that have been reused

Risk of loss or damage to fabric of house
extended mid to late 18th century

Although few, if any, finishes survive, other
than fragments of old harling, protect and
preserve these elements of the fabric

Opportunity of increased knowledge of work
undertaken in restoring the house post-1746

Record standing archaeology as set out
above; in addition, commission analysis of
old harling fragments and limewashed
finishes

SS (Statements of Significance)
1
1.1

1.2

Archaeology of the site
Pre-17th century fabric

Post-17th century fabric
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SS01, 02, 03, 04, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27

SS09, 10, 25, 26, 27
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Table 1 Heritage Impact Assessment
2
2.1

Wider landscape setting of
the house
Natural setting and strategic
location

SS02, 06, 08, 12, 13, 19, 22, 28, 39, 41, 42,
43

Impact of over-scaled development, either by
way of extending the house, or affecting the
relationship between the house and the
surrounding tree belts

In general, ensure that the
recommendations set out in the
Memorandum of Guidance are observed
(see also 7.3 below); in addition, ensure that
any extension does not result in coalescence
with the belt of trees to the rear (south) of
the property and that a distinct break is
maintained

Risk of inadvertently ‘taming’ wild landscape
qualities of the site

Ensure that the built form of any extension is
minimal, and that the treatment of external
surfaces and landscaping is robust as befits
the setting

Impact of services

Ensure that any new services required to
suit a property of a larger size are
accommodated without being visible, or
having a visual impact on the landscaped
setting of the site; additional tracks to
service structures for this purpose should be
avoided, or kept to a minimum

2.2

Views onto the site

SS03, 28, 39, 42

Impact of development having an adverse
effect on either the north, or west elevations of
the house

Views from the military road (at relatively
close quarters), from the roads or water
courses through the glen (medium distance)
or from Fort Augustus, the former abbey
buildings or Loch Ness (long distance) are
deemed of particular importance;
accordingly there should be no new
development visible affecting the north
façade of the property and, for the west
elevation, any extension should be designed
to have minimal impact (see also 7.3)

2.3

Views from the site

SS03, 13, 28, 39, 42

Impact of development within view of the
windows of the principal apartments

Any proposed developments for the wider
estate visible from the principal north facing
windows of the house (for instance, to the
farm buildings) should be designed to have
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Table 1 Heritage Impact Assessment
minimal impact
3
3.1

Designed landscape
Historic landscape – 16th
century

SS24, 28

Risk that the spirit of the original, detached
setting of the house, recovered in the 1893-4
alterations, is lost, or impaired

See notes on the preservation of the ‘wild
landscape’ qualities of the site (2.1 above)

3.2

Post-16th century landscape

SS39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47

Risk of damaging the setting of the house
within the designed landscape, established in
the late 18th and 19th century, from
inappropriate development

Seek to reinforce the existing landscape
framework for the site, maintaining existing
tree belts and lines, and trees along the
boundary to the military road enclosing the
site; accept that the current designed
landscape framework is essentially that
established after 1894

Opportunity of improving the immediate
surroundings of the house and surface
finishes

The finishes around the house are degraded
in their current state, and an imaginative
scheme to enhance the surroundings of the
property should be encouraged, and
developed

3.3

Walled garden

SS46

Risk of development affecting the enjoyment
of the walled garden above the site

Although the walled garden area does not
appear to be historic, ensure that
development proposals do not encroach on
this feature of the site, or mature planting

4

Military road – impact on the
setting of a scheduled ancient
monument

SS06, 08, 45

Impact of alterations to the house, or the
designed landscape, affecting the military road

Maintain the integrity of the tree belt along
the boundary; ensure that any extension to
the house is minimal in accordance with the
principles laid down in 7.3 below, that it is
not intrusive, and that it enhances the views
onto the site to be had from the route of the
military road

5

Relationship between the
house and group of former
farm buildings

SS09, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21, 41, 46

Risk of over-scaled extension on the south
side of the house affecting the setting of the
former farm buildings

Ensure that any extension to the house is
consistent with the principles laid down in
2.1 above, and 7.3 below
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6
6.1

Internal fabric and layout
16th century

SS02, 04, 23, 25, 26, 28

Risk of further loss of integrity of surviving
walls, and wall finishes, of 16th century, or
earlier

Ensure that walls likely to be from the
earliest period of the house are preserved
without change; any finishes applied to them
should also be preserved and should not be
destroyed (see also 1.1 and 1.2 above)

6.2

18th century

SS08, 09, 11, 12, 13, 25, 26, 27, 29

Risk of confusing further layout of the house
as it may have been in the 18th century by
loss of internal walls and cellular planning

Ensure that walls considered to be of 18th
century date related to the rebuilding and
additions to the house should be preserved
without further change

Risk of loss of evidence of former external wall
finishes

Preserve fragments of old harled and
limewashed surfaces (see also 1.2 above)

Risk of loss of key defining elements of the
successive alterations of the mid and late
19th century – principal rooms/circulation
patterns/central stair and detailing

Ensure that the principal rooms are
maintained from the alterations carried out
to form a sporting lodge, together with
circulation patterns and the layout and
detailing of the central stairwell; it is
acknowledged that, for reasons of safety the
handrails to the stair balustrading should be
raised, ensuring that the distinctive detailing
is replicated

6.3

19th century and later

SS26, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42

Further, it should be acknowledged that
there is a balance between sizes of
respective rooms within the former lodge,
which, for the continuing use, or use as a
permanent dwelling, should be maintained;
alterations or extensions to the property
should address shortcomings in the present
layout but should not distort the overall
balance
Risk of loss of general detailing of the internal
fabric, and its authenticity /integrity
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Maintain the consistency of the late 19th
century plain detailing of the rooms from this
period and preserve existing finishes for
cornices, skirtings, and treatment of window
openings; other than where panelled
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surfaces are renewed adopt a plastered
finish, and wherever it is feasible to do so
preserve earlier wall finishes

7

Risk of loss of important detail related to these
periods, specifically
• Glazed doors leading from the central
stairwell
• Vertical board panelling to the entrance
lobby and coat hooks
• Stair detailing, and panelling at ground
floor
• Varnished boarded panelling to the loggia,
and associated fitments and within the
adjoining rooms within the drumtowers
• Fireplaces, together with surrounds
• Panelled doors and ironmongery

Preserve these finishes and fitments
contributing to the character of the interior,
and which have survived largely intact from
the conversion scheme of 1893-4; if detail
has been lost replace in matching period
detail

Opportunity to reinstate earlier known
decorative finishes, where appropriate

Carry out paint layer investigations to
finishes from the 1893-4 scheme to guide
and inform internal decoration schemes

Opportunity to arrive at an understanding of
the external appearance of the house in the
mid-19th century from surviving harling
samples

Retain all examples of mid-19th century
harled finishes to areas of walling to be
concealed; carry out analysis of mortar
samples to gauge constituents of mix and
hydraulic binders

7.1

Architectural integrity and
external appearance
16th century

SS02, 04, 08, 28

Risk of loss of appearance of a tower house
set in the landscape (see also 3.1 above)

Ensure that any extension to the house is
consistent with the principles laid down in
2.1 above, and 7.3 below

7.2

18th century

SS09, 11, 29

Risk of loss of external detail associated with
the late 18th/early 19th century, specifically
• Tripartite window and door openings to the
west gable and associated pilasters and
columns

Ensure that these architectural features are
preserved without further change; masonry
where decayed should be indented with
matching material
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• Door and associated fittings to the west
gable
• Door and metal fanlight at the front door
7.3

19th century and later

SS30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42

Impact of over-scaled development affecting
the appearance, or character, of the NeoTudor style of the work of the mid-19th
century, replicated in 1893-4, specifically • Hood mouldings to windows and
characteristic detail of mullions and jambs
• Vertical emphasis to paired window
openings of a generally domestic scale
• Remaining bartizan (corner turret)
• Stone pedimented dormers
• Hooded canopy to front door
• Plain balustrading to flight of external steps

Ensure that any extension to the house is
designed taking into account the principles
set out in Section 6.3; specifically –
That it is recommended that the footprint of
any part of the extension which may not be
visible (i.e. below ground) should be
minimal, having no detrimental effect on the
archaeology of the site, however damaged
by previous works
Any structures appearing above ground
should appear to be visually detached from
the existing house, and any linking structure
should be set back desirably from the
existing west gable
Further, that the detailing should avoid
pastiche and seek a timeless quality, so as
not be confused, or devalue, earlier work in
the Neo-Tudor style (see Section 6 above)
That the materials for any extension should
be of the highest quality, which should not
be less than that of the existing building
Any extension proposed to the house should
avoid interfering with the principal
elevations, considered to be the east, north
and west elevations
There should be a presumption towards
conserving the house as found but for the
alterations carried out already to improve
the general appearance of the property
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There should be a general presumption
against recreating proposals that may have
been contemplated by WL Carruthers as
shown on his drawings, but which were not
executed
In defining that an extension should have
minimal impact on the existing house, it is
assumed that an options appraisal exercise
will have been carried out that demonstrates
that it is not feasible to accommodate highly
serviced leisure accommodation elsewhere
on the site, but where the impact on the
historic environment might be less than
would result from incorporating the
accommodation within an extension to the
house

8

Functional uses
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SS03, 09, 15, 18, 19, 31, 35, 37

Risk of devaluing authenticity/integrity of 19th
century detail to windows and ironmongery by
approximate repair, or replacement

Where 19th century elements of the fabric
must be replaced, ensure that authenticity
of original detailing is maintained by
matching mouldings precisely, and
preserving original ironmongery; there
should be a presumption towards repair
rather than replacement

Risk of loss of historic window glass

Protect historic glass during construction
work

Risk of affecting significance of wall openings
through change or adaptation to new uses

Any infilling of the openings to the loggia
should be consistent with having minimal
impact on the north elevation, and should be
compatible with preserving the finishes of
the loggia and adjoining rooms as noted in
SS37

Impact of increased volume/footprint on
compliance with more onerous building
regulations, fire strategy etc

Seek to avoid where possible the application
more onerous regulations affecting the
integrity of the fabric of the existing structure
and finishes as a consequence of extensions
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to the property of excessive floor area, or
volume

9

Estate infrastructure and
utilities
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SS22

Risk of locating highly serviced spaces in welldefined rooms with characteristic interior
detail

Ensure that highly serviced rooms or
equipment – kitchens, bathrooms, plant
rooms, lift or hoist shafts etc - are located in
secondary spaces and that the characteristic
detail of the interior is not sacrificed
unnecessarily

Impact of building services on fabric

Ensure that the insertion of essential
services upgrading is carried out with
minimal impact on historic fabric

Impact of additional plant room services

Ensure that, if highly serviced leisure
accommodation is retained within the brief
for any extension to the property, plant
rooms and services should be contained and
should not have any adverse impact on the
setting of the house; specifically, additional
boiler flues, ventilation intakes and exhaust
terminals should be avoided other than
those flues that may be accommodated
reasonably within the existing structure

8
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